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The research reported here examines the extent to which we are seeing a grassroots 
movement towards inclusive schooling in the districts ·of Eastern Kentucky. A mail survey of 
educators in the elementary and middle schools in the 30 school district in the Morehead!State , 
University service region was conducted. Ofthe 3393 questionnaires distributed a total of651 were 
returned from 65 out of 178 schools. i 
Generally speaking the teachers surveyed are 1) divided on their assess111ent of th~ 
effectiveness of the KERA reforms, 2) are largely neutral with'a somewhat positive trenq in.their 
assessment of inclusive education, 3) raise concerns about the level of preparation for inclusion, and 
4) are divided on whether they feel inclusion is a good idea. ' 
Almost 81 % of regular educators indicate that they have students with a variety c\f disabilitie~ 
in their classroom. Only 28% of the students with disabilities spend the entire day with their peers. : 
On the other hand, fully 56.67% spend a hour or more each day out of the mainstream-a significant : 
amount of time in a six hour school day. Even with this level of participation in the mainStram, the 
majority of students with disabilities continue to be seen as "special education students" inot members 
of inclusive school communities 1 • 
Regular educators are highly varied in how they structure activities within their classrooms, 
use a wide variety of strategies to accommodate students with disabilities within the clas~, but 
consistently lack a close collaborative working relationship with special education. The <;iominate 
model for delivery of special education continues to be a pull out or resource room. 
Many best practices in inclusive education were seen as valuable by teachers and a wide range 
of these practice are at least nominally present in the schools responding to our survey. The pattern 
of ratings and the discrepancy in ratings lead to the concl,usion that many practices are m/Plemented 
becanse "the state says we need to do this." Most schools have not done the necessary ljard work of 
developing a coherent vision of incluSion that unifies these practices and moves to a sec?nd phases of 
reordering working relationship within the school. I 
True collaboration between regular education and special education is rare. These two group 
of teachers have divergent perspectives on each other and lack a coherent vision of their common 
mission. There is limited training to help teachers develop collaborate skills. Also, admii)istrative 
direction is unclear: certain practices are mandated but training and scheduling needed to achieve 
fundamental change are not provided. 
In summary, daily practice in the schools of Eastern Kentucky continues to be ~ on a 
model of''mainstreaming"- the individual involvement of students with disabilities in regular classes. 
A movement to the formation ofinclusive schools with a coherent vision of effective 'education f~r 
all members ofa diverse student body and a fhndamental reordering of the relationship ~tween 
regular education and special education has barely begun. ! 
l 
A series ofrecommendation to address issues presented by this study are offered: 
I 
ix 
Two important currents have converged to bring about profound change in the schools of 
Kentucky. The first is the far-reaching reforms of the Kentucky Education Reform Act of 1990 
(KERA) with its high expectation for all students and its revamping of literally every co1111xment of 
the education system The second is the growing push for inclusion of students with d~ilities in the 
typical life of our schools and communities. It is not surpriSing that many authors (e.g. Uipsky & 
Gartner, 1989; Knoll & Meyer, 1987; Sailor, 1993) have taken the position that inclusiob and school 
reform.are both a piece of the same cloth: the effort to assure quality educational results for all · 
students. The language of these two movements has the same vocaliulary: collaboratio~ meaningful 
outcomes, valuing diversity, cooperative learning, and effective schools. Indeed various component 
of KERA (e.g., statements oflearner goals, the ungraded primary, altern"ative portfolio assessment, 
New Teacher Standards) and subsequent developments (e.g., 1995 revisions regulations ,on teacher 
certification and new certification for teachers students with moderate and severe disabilities . ' 
promulgated in 1994) itnplicitly and explicitly highlight inclusive educational practice as the hallmark 
of the relationship between regular and special education in Kentucky. · 
' Currently there are a number of perceptions about the current status of inclusive education in: 
Eastern Kentucky, but no clear data. Anecdotal reports and observation in classroom thfoughout 
Eastern Kentucky indicate wide variation in the degree to which inclusive education is being 
itnplemented. The Kentucky System Project, a Federally funded effort, housed at the University of 
Kentucky and co-sponsored by the Kentucky Department of Education is charged with expanding 
inclusive education within the State. the staff of this project report that they have had the least 
impact.in the Eastern region of the state and feel there is substantial need to develop a re~onal 
capacity for supporting inclusive educational practice. Individual teachers and administr8tors report 
discrete, episOdic, and often isolated efforts toward inclusion. These same educators exJ,ress 
frustration over the Jack of information and technical assistance to suppoi:t their efforts. :In truth, no 
one has a firm handle on what is happening in this region nor the degree of information t)iat teachers 
and school administrator in the region have related to the empirically validated "best prai;:tices" that 
support inclusive education. J 
This study seeks to address this lacunae in the knowledge base on this important 1area of 
educational practice by achieving the following objectives. ' ' 
1. Develop a clear database on the degree to which inclusive education is experienced ey students 
with various disabilities throughout the Morehead State University service region. '. 
2. Assess the extent to which educational practice that have been identified as charact~c 'of 
"quality inclusive schooling" are being implemented in the region. 
3. Assess the discrepancy in knowledge and attitudes related to inclusive education am0ng school 
administrator, regular educators, and special educators in the region. i 
4. D~velop recommendations for a) revisions in pre-service training.prograrns_in reguJ and special 
education; b) in-service training activities by university fuculty; and c) teehnical assistance needs in 
the region. I 
' I 
I 
2 Inclusion in Eastern Kentucky 
ISSUES IN INCLUSION 
America's special education system was intended to give disabled kids an edge. But it is 
cheating many--and costing the rest of us billions (Shapiro, et. al., 1993, p. 46). 
Is the separate special education system we have created the best way to educate these 
students (with disabilities)? ... No! ... The NASBE Special Education Study Group is 
calling for a fundamental shift in the delivery of education ... to a new way to organize 
special and general education--name an inclusive system of education THAT STRIVES TO 
PRODUCE BETTER OUTCOMES FOR ALL STUDENTS (National Association of School 
Boards of Education, 1992, p. 1 ). 
We start with these quotes because they capture for us much of the essence of what this 
project is about, supporting the national initiative to build inclusive schools that are better for ALL 
children. Schools are ultimately about enhancing the quality of life of people; they are also about 
creating better communities. This project represents an initial attempt to understand where.the 
schools of Eastern Kentucky stand in relationship to this national movement. This movement strives 
to create schools that are truly inclusive, where learning that occurs in accommodating 8nd 
supporting students with disabilities contributes to the creating a new cuhure in schools, and 
ultimately in communities, in which diversity is honored, learning is active and applied, and supports 
are provided to accommodate the unique needs of each student. This vision is both feasible and 
necessary. 
To put the inclusion movement in perspective, it is help~ to consider the historical evolution 
of the relationship between students \Yjth disabilities and America's public education system. 
Realizing that any effort to define a historical period requires some gross simplifications and the 
definition of arbitrary time frames, we can roughly identify the following five phases. 
L Exclusion from public school (1800's to 1930's) As public schools were developed. students 
clearly identified as having significant disabilities were simply excluded. 
2. Segregated programs in public schools (1930's to 1975) Gradually, public schools began to 
accept responsibility for the education of students with disabilities. In the early stages, however, 
consistent with the tendency to institutionalize individuals with more severe handicaps, such 
pl'Q~ were discretionary and totally separate from the general education system. 
3. Mainstreaming (1975-1990) Wrth the advent ofthe landmark 1975 Education of All 
Handicapped Children Act (PL 94-142) a new era began. For the first time, public schools had a 
mandated responsibility to educate all students with disabilities in the "least restrictive 
environment". A range of educational mechanisms were created in which students were removed 
from the regular classroom to obtain special help, and the "continuum of services" was created--
ranging from resource rooms to separate classes and schools. 
4. 'Integrated education (1980-present) Gradually, special education began to experiment 
successfully with different models of providing support and related services in regular education 
and, at the very minimum, educating students with moderate and severe disabilities in separate 
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classrooms in regl!lar schools with planned opportunities for contact with the larger students 
population. 
5. Inclusive education (1987-present) Special education began to apply the conceptu3i framework 
of the community support movement to education--that is, that resources did not neM to be 1 
attached to a particular "placement" and needed supports can be brought to students' in any 
classroom. (In early references, the initial term for inclusive education was "supportJd 
education"). This was occurring simultaneously with a new wave of general school ~eform best·, 
captured in the words "school restructuring". During the early 1990s a series of sigr\ificant 
federal court cases established a body oflegal precedent that required a school district to meet 
some very rigorous standards if it sought to educate a student with a disability in a less than 
inclusive setting (Arnold & Dodge, 1994). 
While many share a positive vision of the movement toward inclusive schools, it would be 
fallacious to create the impression that there is a clear national consensus. {ndeed for a variety of 
reasons inclusive education.remains a highly controversial issues. This can be seem in ~e fact that 
literally every major organization concerned with education and disability has developed: a position 
statement on inclusive education during the last several years (See reference section) These statement 
run the gamut from unambiguous endorsement of inclusion as the direction for education in the · 
United States (TASH, 1992; NASBE, 1992) to calls for a mo~orium on inclusion (Shanker, 1995). 
All participants in this national dialogue are clearly concerned with the quality of education for 
students with and without disabilities in our schools. Four issues seem to be central to *e range of 
positions in this debate. / 
Definition of inclusion. In reviewing various positions on inclusion it-becomesiclear that at 
times different groups are not speaking about the same phenomena. For example, the ~g 
Di"!'~ilities ASsociation of America does not support full inclusion a "practice in which 'an students 
with.disabilities .... receive their total education withirt the regu1ar education classroom irl their home 
school." (1993) On th~ other hand, the National Association of School Boards ofEducfttion ( 1992), 
supports inclusion meaning "that all children must be educated in supported, heterogen~ous, age 
appropriate, natural, child-foctised school environments for the purpose of preparing th\:m for full 
participation in our diverse and integrated society." While participation in the home school seems to 
' be central to a definition of inclusion, proponents do not define it as the inflexible approach that LDA 
and others seem to fear. Indeed many advocates-of inclusion speak of it creating a richer and varied 
range ofindividna1ized educational experience for all students (Ford, 1989; Thousand,;vrna, & 
Nevins, 1994 ). 
Allocation of resoun:es. The concerns of some groups such as the American F~eration of 
. Teachers (1994) reflects fears that inclusive education will become an excuse for the wftolesale ' 
' placement of all students with disabilities in regular classes without adequate resource. iin other 
words, it will be used as a cost cutting measure by hard pressed administrators and schdol boards. In 
fact, most of the leading advocates of inclusion ultimately share this fear. They are verY clear in thejr 
statements that allocation of sufficient resources to support students and teachers is part of the 
definition of an inclusive school (Villa, Thousand, Stainback, & Stainback, 1992). 
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Instructional practice. Perhaps the most contentious issue in the debate over inclusion 
revolves around differing perspectives on where and how a child with a disability can be most 
effectively educated. The leading proponents of inclusive education are educator, parents, 
administrators, and college fuculty who have been involved in education of students with mental 
retardation and severe multiple disabilities. This group of students were largely excluded from 
school in the pre-1975 era. The experience of the last 20 years has led to the development ofa 
strong consensus that meaningful educational outcomes for these students can only be achieved in 
inclusive educational settings (Snell, 1993; Ford et al. 1989; Giangreco et al, 1993). Some ofthe 
most serious questioning of the inclusion movement comes from professionals and parents concerned 
with students with so-called milder disabilities (e.g., Fuchs & Fuchs, 1994). On one hand, the 
proponents of inclusion make the point that students can only be seen as truly mastering a skill if it is 
learned and used in the complex heterogeneous school and community envirorunents. On the other 
hand, the questioners feel that an emphasis on instruction in inclusive settings limits the options for 
individnalim•ion and use of effilctive instructional techniques. Proponents of inclusion say that their 
experience shows that individualimtion.and speciali7.ed instruction can occur effilctively in the "real 
world" setting of the regular classrooms. Adherent of the other position have years of experience in 
mainstreaming situation where effective responses to the learning needs of students with disabilities 
were not.implemented. Proponents of inclusion, who have focused on the needs of students with 
milder disabilities take the position that.central question is one of fundamentally restructuring the 
classroom so individualization is the norm for all students rather than the exception for "special" 
students (Baker, Wang, & Walberg, 1995) 
Systematic implementation. A final focal point for many of the concerns about inclusion is 
the issue of implementation. As with the issue of resource allocation, many of those raising questions 
about inclusive education have legitimate fears that implementation will take the form of an 
administratively mandated change in student placement with no staff or student preparation and no 
change in educational practice to address the unique learning needs of students now included in 
regular classes. These concerns echo some .of the earlier experience with "mainstreaming" of students 
with mild disabilities that led to numerous stories of students "left to sink or swim" or "adrift" in the 
mainstream·( cf. Bilden, 1985). Again, this stands in contrast to the message of the principle 
proponent ofinclusion who consciously use the temi "inclusion" with supports to distinguish their 
efforts from many of the difficulties associate with "mainstreaming." Indeed, a series ofFederaJ and 
State project have developed a growing hbrary of resources that have been effectively used to plan, 
prepare for, and consistently support inclusion (e.g., Berres & Knoblock, 1987; Bilden, 1992; CEC, 
1995; Gaylord-Ross, 1989; Stainback & Stainback, 1990, 1992; Thousand, Villa, & Nevins, 1994; 
Villa, Thousand, Stainback, & Stainback, 1992; Lipsky & Gartner, 1989). 
While there is clearly a debate on the issue of inclusive schooling, it is important to put this 
debate in context. The numerous organizations cited above have taken a range of positions, yet there 
is a surprising degree of consensus. Uhimately there is agreement with the basic principle outlined in 
the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act 
That to the maximum extent appropriate, handicapped children ... are educated with children 
who are not handicapped, and that special classes, separate schooling, or other removal of 
handicapped children from the regular education environment occurs only when. .. education in 
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regulilr classes with the use of supplementary aids and services cannot be achieved 
satisfactorily" [34 CFR 300.550] 
This basic agreement is seen in the 1995 document, Creating Schools for All Our Students, on 
inclusive schooling that was developed by a working group of ten education organizations convened 
by the Council for Exceptional Children. A commitment to schools as places that support 
membership and effective learning for all students pervades this document. As noted in the discussion 
above, the concerns are not about the vision of inclusion but fears of misdirection in achjeving that 
vision. James Kaufi:nan, a leader in the field of special education, who has expressed concern about 
the inclusive school movement summarizes these concerns: 
The movement has been going strong for a decade, and I think it's already had a major impact. 
It's seen as the thing to do, and it's taken on a bandwagon effect that is gaining 
momentum. .. My fear is that inclusion will be very poorly implemented and pushed to 
destructive extremes (O'Neil, 1995, p. 11). 
Similar concerns are voiced by Elaine Wilmore, a former school principal, current professor of 
education at the University of Texas, and parent of a twelve year old daughter with disabilities. 
Which brings us back to the concept of inclusion. Is it good or is it bad? It's both. Under the 
best of circumstances, it can be very, very good. With too little funding, training, or 
development, it can be a disaster. Like anything else, it is what we make it. (Wilmore, 1995, 
p. 62) 
In the research reported here we hope to develop the base of information needed to assure 
that ~rn Kentucky will have a very, very good experience as we move towards a more inclusive 
educational system. 
METHODS 
To achieve its primary objectives, this project conducted a mail survey of administrators and 
educators in the school district in the Morehead State University service region. Given the fact that 
this is an initial effort to understand the status of inclusive schooling within the larger context of 
education reform in Eastern Kentucky, survey" techniques are most appropriate for establishing the 
baseline of information described in the project objectives. The following activities were undertaken 
to achieve the project objectives. 
Consult with project advisors. The overriding focus of this project is an effort·to 
understand what practitioners need to know to effectively develop inclusive schools. To aid in 
attaining this goal the project recruited four experienced administrators to act as advisors to the 
project: Richard Hughes, superintendent of Montgomery County Schools; Della Ruggles, director of 
special education in Mason County; Carol Hoskins, director of special education in Morgan County; 
and Dr. Deborah Grubb, currently in Morehead State University's Department of Leadership and 
Secondary Education but until last year director of special education in Rowan County. ,The input of 
this group was sought on all aspects of project design and irriplementation,. 
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Design questionnaire. The data collection form was developed based on a systematic review 
of the literature related to characteristics of inclusive schools and best practices which support 
inclusion. Additionally, questions were developed that strove to gain an effective picture of daily 
practice in the schools of Eastern Kentucky. After.initial design the form was reviewed by the 
advisory panel and revised. At this point, a group often educators from Rowan county were 
recruited to field test the form. After completing the form, they reviewed the form in a focus group 
with the principal investigators. Based on their input the form was once again revised to assure it was 
user friendly for the respondents. In its final form the survey had 154 questions in 8 sections: 1) 
demographics of study participants (11 questions), 2) regular education experience, perspective, and 
instructional strategies (25 questions), 3) special education experience, perspective, and instructional 
strategies (23 questions), 4) definitions of inclusion (10 questions), 5) desirability and presence of 
effective inclusionary strategies (3 3 strategies respondent ranked each on desirability and presence in 
their school), 6) benefits of inclusion (4 questions), 7) barriers to inclusion (11 questions), and 8) 
opinions about inclusion (3 questions). Most question used a Likert scale asking the respondent to 
indicate the extent to which one of a series of fixed response best characterized their experience or 
opinion. There are also a small number of item (8) that asked the respondents to check off all of the 
applicable options. A reprint of the survey questionnaire is found in the appendix. 
Print and distribute questionnaire. All 3400 teachers in the 178 elementary and middle 
school in the 30 school districts in 22 counties of the Morehead State University service region were 
surveyed. A packet of material containing a cover letter to the principal, a school information 
.questionnaire, a return addressed post paid envelop, and survey forms for the principal and all 
teachers were mailed to the schools. Each survey form contained a cover letter, the questionnaire, 
and a computer scanable data form. The principal was asked to distnbute the forms to all teachers 
and ask them to return them within 10 days. While the computer readable form made it impossible 
for any individual teacher to be identified, teachers were directed to return their forms in an envelop 
to assure that their responses are not reviewed. This also gave any teacher who elected not to 
respond the option of returning a blank form. Principals were asked to return all forms within three 
weeks. Student workers kept track the return of forms and a reminder was sent to all schools that 
had not responded within one month. 
Process and analyze data. Upon return, completed forms were scanned into a machine 
readable ASCII file by Morhead State University Academic Computing Services. This file was 
transferred into a Microsoft Excel (Version 5~0) spreadsheet on a personal computer for analysis. 
Using the codebook developed during instrument design, variable labels were also entered into this 
file. The data file was manually reviewed fur errors in processing and coding. Basic descriptive 
statistics, correlations, and test comparing response pattern from regular educators and special 
educators were computed on all variables. 
RESULTS 
Of the 3393 questionnaires distributed a total of 651 were returned. Table 1 provides an 
overview of the response patterns by districts. There is a very wide discrepancy in the participation 
rate based on the number of schools in each district responding (total 65/178, i-ange fur district: 0-
100%, Mean 38.48%) and the percentage of forms returned from a district (range: 0-47.62%, Mean: 
19.19%). While a sample of almost 20% would be more than adequate for a stratified random 
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Table 1: 
Summary of questionnaire return by district 
Number of Schools Percent of Forms Forms Percent of 
Schools Participating schools Distributed Returned teachers 
District participating participating 
Ashland 7 5 71.43% 172 71 41.28% 
Bath 4 1 25.00% 87 12 13.79% 
Boyd 5 2 40.00% 162 39 24.07% 
Breathitt 5 2 40.00% 115 17 14.78% 
Carter 9 3 33.33% 147 31 21.09% 
Elliott 3 1 33.33% 56 8 14.29"/o 
Fairview 2 1 50.00% 17 7 41.18% 
Flemili.2 5 3 60.00% 97 28 28.87% 
Floy cl 15 4 26.67% 258 42 16.28% 
Greenup 8 5 62.50% 106 32 30.19% 
Jackson 2 0 0.00% 16 0 0.00% 
Jenkins 3 2 66.67% 42 20 47.62% 
Johnson 7 1 14.29% 153 17 4.58% 
Knott 8 2 25.00% 122 15 12.30% 
Lawrence 4 0 0.00% 70 0 0.00% 
Letcher 11 4 36.36% 153 33 21.57% 
Lewis 5 3 60.00% 132 27 20.45% 
Magoffin 8 1 12.50% 98 6 6.12% 
Martin 8 4 50.00% 90 31 34.44% 
Mason 3 0 0.00% 134 0 0.00% 
Menifee 2 2 100.00% 36 15 41.67% 
Monteomerv 4 4 100.00% 184 43 23.37% 
Moman 7 3 42.86% 90 1'9 21.11% 
Paintsville lndp. 2 1 50.00% 36 15 41.67% 
Pike 23 6 26.09% 557 100 17.95% 
Pikeville lndp. 1 0 0.00% 36 ,0 0.00% 
Raceland lndp. 2 1 50.00% 20 7 35.00% 
Rowan 6 2 33.33% 93 1,1 I 1.83% 
Russell lndp. 5 I 20.00% 67 '9 13.43% 
Wolfe 4 I 25.00% 47 ,6 12.77% 
Averaeeffotals 178 65 38.48% 3393 651 19.19% 
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sample, the respondents to this study self-selected to participate. Therefore, it must be noted, at the 
outset, that generalization of study results to the total population of teachers in Eastern Kentucky 
must be done with a great deal of caution. There is every reason to believe that there are meaningful 
differences between the teachers and schools who elected to participate and those who did not. 
Respondents 
Tables 2 through 1 I give an overview of the background of the study participants. In general, 
the picture that emerges is of an experienced group of teachers. Nearly 43% of the responding 
teachers are in the 40. 50 age bracket. Consistent with this age range the majority have been teaching 
fur more than 10 years and have spent most of the careers in Kentucky schools. The participants are 
overwhelmingly female (87%) and very well educated having obtained at least the Fifth year 
certification. The vast majority of them are classroom teachers ( n=429, 67%). The respondents 
have a variety of teacher certification acknowledging that most teachers with special education, 
specialist, or administrative endorsement are also certified fur primary or middle school. Additionally, 
Table 9 requires some further explanation. The questionnaire fuiled to recognize that the majority of 
teachers in the age range of our respondents had received the now defunct Kindergarten- eighth grade 
certification hence the very high percentages indicating K-4 and 5-8 certification. A majority of the 
respondents received their pre-service teacher education by staying close to home at Morehead State 
University or Eastern Kentucky University. Finally, all respondents were asked their opinion on the 
effect of the KERA reforms on Kentucky schOols (Table I 1). It is noteworthy that at this point, 
several years into the reform effort, these experienced teachers still present a divided and more .or less 
wait and see perspective on KERA. They present a bimqdal distnlmtion tending to the neutral mid-
range of response options (Mean= 3.19, SD= 126) 
Table 2: 
Respondent years in teaching 
1 Years 4.06% 
2 to 5 Years 14.22% 
6 to 10 Years 19.53% 
11 to 20 Years 30.94% 
more than 20 Years 31.25% 
Table 3: 
Respondent years in Kentucky schools 
1 Years 3.61% 
2 to 5 Years 14.76% 
6 to 10 Years 20.41% 
10 to 20 Years 33.44% 
more than 20 Years 27.79% 
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Table 4: 
Respondents time in current position 
I Years I 0.03% 
2 to 5 Years 32.76% 
6 to 10 Years 24.45% 
11to20 Years 20.38% 
more than 20 Years 12.38% 
Table 5: 
Age of respondents 
25 or less 3.29% 
26 to 30 11.29% 
30 to 40 27.74% 
·40 to 50 42.95% 
over 50 14.73% 
Table 6: 




~espondents' level of education 
Bachelor's 17.85% 
Masters/fifth year 5 5. 92% 





Percentage of respondents fulfilling 
the following role in the school 




Special education teacher 







Percentage of respondents 












Percentage of respondents receiv,ng 
pre-service teacher training at the following institutions 
Morehead State University. 48.99% 
University of Kentucky. 6.88% 
Eastern Kentucky University. 10.07% 
Other Kentucky University. 22.15% 
In another state. 11. 91 % 
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Table 11: 
Percentage of respondents who feel 
the KERA reforms have had a 
Negative 11.18% 
Somewhat negative 28.50% 
Little 8.19% 
Somewhat positive 40.41°/o 
Positive 11.65o/o 
effect on the quality of education in Kentucky Schools. 
Regular Educators 
Classroom teachers were asked a series of23 questions with a primary focus on their 1 
approach to special education, children receiving special education, and .classroom manligement. The 
resuhs of this section are found in Tables 12 - 30. · : · 
Table 12 
Regular educators grades currently taught 
P (K to 1) 2.91% 
P (1 to 2) 12.36% 
P (2 to 3) 29.09% 






other mixed classes 20.48% 
Teachers were asked to indicate all grade levels currently present in their classroom. As a 
result, the percentages in Table 12 total to i76 % indicating the complex muhi-grade ~ouping 
occurring in Kentucky classrooms. Given our concern about the representative nature bf the 
respondents pool, it is worth noting that there is relatively equitable distribution across the grade : 
range. This suggests that the respondent group presents a good sampling of the teacheh experienc~ 
with different age levels of students. Table 13 presents an overview of the number of students in thr 
respondents' classrooms. ' 
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Table 13: 
Siu of class taught by regular educators 
19 or less 12.39% 
20 to 24 43.91% 
25 or more 42.39% 
The next series of questions examined the respondent fonnal training in special education and 
the types of students with whom they are currently involved. A large number ofthe teachers in the 
respondent pool completed their preservice education before the state instituted a requirement that all 
teachers have at least one course in special education. Almost two thirds of the group have no fonnal 
training related to special education or are limited to the single required introductory level course. 
Table 14: 
Number of courses in special education 











As indicated in Table 15 a small percentage of teacher are not even aware if they have a 
students -,•ich special education needs in their class. The data in this table indicates that in our study 
group approximately 20% had no conscious interaction with students with disabilities; while an equal 
number of classes had six or more students with IEPs. The majority of classrooms fell in the middle 
of the distribution having between one and five students with IEPs.~ 
= 
Table 15: 
Number of students with IEPs 
in regular educators' classes 
Don't know 4.59% 
None 14.63% 
1or2 34.72% 
3 to 5 26.64% 
6 or more 19.43% 
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Table 16: 
Categories of special education students 




Mildly Mentally Disabled 






















The data presented in Table 16 indicates that on average the typical classroom has students 
with two distinct disability labels. The most frequent is learning disabilities found in almost tWo thirds 
of classrooms. It is noteworthy that cumulatively a substantial number of classrooms (57%) contain 
students with low iricidence disabilities (Functional Mentally Disabled, visually impair~ hearing 
impaired, physical disability, and health impairment). ' 
Table 17: 
Percent of regular educators 





While almost 81 % of regular educators indicate that they have a students with a 'disability in 
the classroom 75.52 % participate on the IBP committee for those students. 
Table 18: 
Amount of time typical special eclucation st~dent 
spends out of the regular class 
None 28.33% 
30 minutes 15.00% 
60 minutes 24. 76% 
90 minutes 15.24% 
120 or more minutes 16.67% 
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Regardless of the definition of inclusion that may be used, the amount of time spent as part of 
the mainstream classroom is one important Indicator of the degree to which students with disabilities 
are not differentiated from everyone else. Table 18 summarizes the findings of this study related to 
this variable. Only 28% of the students with disabilities spend the entire day with their peers. On the 
other hand, fully 56.67% spend a hour or more each day out of the mainstream--a significant amount 
oftime in a six hour school day. 
Table 19: 
Strategies used by regular educators 
to increase awareness of disability 
Guest speakers 11.09% 
Audio visual material& 22.17% 
Curricular infusion 49. 78% 
Classroom discussion 61.96% 
Not addressed 18.26% 
AOvocates of inclusion and other representatives of disabilities rights movement point out that 
in addition to the physical presence of students with disabilities within the school other IBctors 
contribute to the growth ofa culture that accepts diversity. One component of this effon is the 
conscious integration of disability awareness into the curriculum. Table 19 SUillJ1l8ri7.es the degree to 
which regular education teacher repon using a range of awareness activities in their classrooms. 
Table20: 
Strategies used 'by regular educators in working 
with students receiving special education 
No change in classroom procedures 8.26% 
Adaptation to instruction 70.00% 
Modification of expectations 72.39% 
Environmental modifications 35 .00% 
Alternative assignments 55.43% 
Peer tutoring 71.52% 
Aliernative curriculum 32.17% 
Use of aide as tutor 54. 78% 
Ability grouping 30.00% 
Cross-ability grouping 42.83% 
The literature on effective inclusion continually emphasizes the need for flexi'bility in 
classroom activities. Table 20 summarizes the range of modifications, adaptations, and 
accommodations reponed by regular educators. It is encouraging that a very small number of 
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teachers reported that they made no modification. On average, teachers indicated that used 4 or 5 of 
the possible strategies to addre~s student needs. 
Table 21: 
Resources available to regular educators 
to support instruction 
Teaching assistant or other aides 
Chapter 1 teacher 
Peer tutoring 







In addition to the use ofindividual accommodations, effective inclusion seems Ui entail the i 
effective use of a full range of personnel resources to-support the classroom teacher. 'Whue access·to 
these resources.was by no meansuniversal,'the data in Table 21 indicates~ on avera8e a classrodm 
has access to·two of these resources. 1 • 
Table 22: 
Work with special education as 
characteri7.ed by regular educators 
Occasional communication. 
As needed consultation. 
Coordinated planning. 








Many of the advocates ofW:lusion point out that they are proposing a fimdlllD'l\1™ 
restructuring of America education with a bask reorientation of the relationship between regular and 
special education at its heart. Table 22 synthesiz.es how regular educators descnbed,tIWir working : 
relationship with special educatioµ. These data show that about 35% of teachers are inyolved in . 
developing the type of close working relationship with their colleagues in special edu~on that is al 
necessary cornerstone of inclusion. · 
A related· question asked regular.educators to characterize-how they feh about their 1 
relationship with special educators. As reported below in Table 23, there appears to'be:a foundatio~ 
on which to build collaboration. The data presents a picture ofregular educators tendiilg to see ; 
special educators in a positive light. However, it must be noted that 50.1 % ofregular educators are! 
largely neutral or non-committal in their perspective on their colleagues in special educa'.tion. i 
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Table 23: 
Relationship with special education teachers 
as characteri7.ed by regular educators 
An intrusion in my classroom 
An occasional interference 
Neutral (positive and negative balance) 
A useful ·resource 






In an effort to gauge how receptive Eastern Kentucky classrooms are to the movement 
towards full inclusion of students with disabilities a summary variable was computed. This summary 
tallied the presence of classroom practices that are supportive of inclusion by I) giving greater value 
to increased participation of students in regular class (Table I 8), 2) totaling the number .of strategies 
for accommodation that were reported (Table 20), 3).giving higher values to a closer working 
relationShip with special education (Table 22), and 4) giving higher. value to a more.positive 
perspective on the contribution of special education. The results of this computation are. presented in 
Chart I on the following page. The resulting variable has a range of21 points (1-20) and presents a 
bimodal distnbution that is somewhat negatively skewed. The distnbution for this classroom 
environment variable has a mean of 10.8 (SD= 3.65) with a mode and a median of! I. A clearer 
picture of these findings emerge whip the data· are ranked by quartiles: 11.19"/o ofrespondehts were 
scored in the bottom quartile, 47.65% in the second, 34.90% in the tljj'd quartile, and 6.26% in the 
top quartile. ·-
· . Table 24: 
Special education teacher typically woq, . 
with students. as described by ramular educato~ 
Collaboration, consultation, & co-teaching 15 .17% 
Individual in-class tutoring 8.74% 
Group work within class 2.31% 
Pull out/ resource room 64.78% 
Full time separate classroom 9.00% 
Certainly, a major determinate of the relationship with special education is the style used by 
the special educator and what that may communicate to colleagues in regular education:about the 
need of students and the possibility for collaboration. When we asked about the structure.of special 
education (Table 24) we found that almost 75% of special educators continue to use a separate model 
of service delivery. 
In a mirror image of this variable (Table 25) we found that 76.57% ofregular educators spend 
less than a half hour a week interacting with special educators. 
----·------ -·-·- ····---
Chart 1: 
Cumulative Use of Classroom Practices that are Supportive of Inclusion 
14.00% . -~--~-------· -- ·--- ·--- --
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8.00% ·~---1--. -- ··---· .. - - . -· 
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Table 25: 
Time spent by regular educator consulting with 
a special education teacher during a typical week. 
None 15.78% 
15 minutes or less 34.11 % 
15 to 30 minutes 26.68% 
30 to 60 minutes 16.71% 
More than 60 minutes 6.73% 
Tables 26-29 provide an overview of regular educators view of special education and self-
definition of the teachers role. 
~Table.26: 
Regnlar edncators-. principle-complaint with !!pecial education 
Lack of pre-service preparation. 30.34% 
Lack of resources/administrative support. 15.45% 
Disruption to the classroom 16.290/o 
Unreasonable expectation from the special education teacher 3.09% 
Inability of students to:keep up with class 34.33% 
When asked to. identifY their principle complaint in working with special education (Table 26), 
two issues emerged as the highest_pHorities. Both of these concerns have significance in a move 
toward inclusive schooligg. Almos_i;~me,~ ofteachers were bothered by their own Jack of training 
related to the needs ofstudentscwnii'lfisabi!ities anil effective instructional practices to meet these 
needs. A slightly larger.number-(34.33%) stated that their principle complaint was the inability of 
students to keep up with class work. This focus on a problem rooted in the student indicates a 
potentially difficult barrier in a move toward inclusion. Inclusion has as its centerpiece a belief that 
many students beyond those identified for special education have problems leanmg. Hence the 
challenge is not "in" the students.but in the need for teachers to design environments that recogniz.e 
and accommodate the full range of ability. 
Table 27: 
Regular educators description of special education 
A placement for students who can't keep up 2.87% 
A set of interventions to assist with learning problems. 40.99% 
The placement for students with disabilities. 9.66% 
Accommodation for different learning style. 37.08% 
A set of resources to enhance learning in classroom. 9 .40% 
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It is encouraging to note that, in general, regular education teachers have a fuirly positive 
definition of the role of special education. As outlined in Table 27 only 12.53% see special education 
as the "place" for students with difficulties. The vast majority (78%) see special educarlon as a tool 
for responding to difficulties ofleaming. The fiict that only 9.4% see special educatiori as reso.urce' 
that:can enhance learning in the classroom indicates that the evolution ofroles that mar)y authors see 
as a needed part of inclusion has a ways to go before it is part of teacher consciousnes~. 
I 
Table 28: 
Percentage of regular educatorS 
who believe that in. effective schools: 
Teachers independently manage their classroom. 
Teachers periodically consult with one another 
Teachers regularly meet to plan. 





Table28dmlicates-that most teachers at least espouse a belief that' effc...-tive educational'' 
practice requires teachers to actively and regularly collaborate. The old concept oftheteachet Its the 
independent.manag~ of"my classroom" seems to be a thing of the past. This perspectiVe im)vflfeS a 
positive.-foundatiorron which to re-examine how regular education and special educatiqn wcirk" ,-
together in a:moreinclusive arrangement. 
Table 29: 
Percentage of regular educators who feel·thatas a ; 
classroom teacher their primary job is to do the foUoWing~ 
' 
Cover the required curriculum. 1.30% 
I 
Assure-that most students.achieve-across-the curriculum 4.91.% 
Assure that each student progresses in basic skills. 7. 77% 
Provide students-with opportunity for learning. 25.39% 
Assure each student achieves his/her potential. 60.62%-
In a.funher effort to understand teachers' role definition the respondents were asked to 
identify which of the descriptors in Table 29 best characteri7.ed their job. Again, the fu/dingspoint-to· 
a solid foundationfor closer relationship with special education. Eighty-six percent of'.respondentsi 
reflect a role.definition consistent with the values underlying educational reform with it's recognltlon 
I 
of the diverse nature of the student body. The ideas of providing learning opportunitie8 and reaching 
an individual potential both suggest an openness to resources that enable the classrooni teacher to : 
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Table 30: 
Percent of regufar educators using 
various instructional strategy on a daily basis 
Percent of time used each dav: 
None 10% 20°/o 40% 
Instructional Strate~ 
Individual Seat Work 5.00o/o 25.68% 45.68% 17.05% 
Whole Class Instruction 1.37% 11.64% 36.53% 31.71% 
Coonerative Grouns 3.65% 35.16o/o 44.93% 10.73% 
Learnilll!' Centers 27.00% 40.38% 22.30% 6.10% 









Educational -reform and inclusive schooling both have as a foundation-prineiple the idea of the 
student-centered classroom: a learning environment that is flexible, self-paced, interactive, and 
supports inquiry. 1n effon to gauge the extent to .which student.centered ·practices.are remi 
implemented, regular educators were asked to indicate what percent of the tbne each day was 
allocalc:!f to a restricted range of activities. We felt that the five iwproaches outlined ·in Tabl,e 30 had 
the ability to accommodate any specific activity that .a teacher might utili7.e. The respondents were 
asked to"have their responses total to I 00% thereby giving us a picture of the range of acti\ities on a 
typical day. 
Based on the data in Table 30, the average classroom in Eastern Kentucky spends 20% of its 
time doing individual seat work (Mean= 2.94, ·so= .94), 20-40% of the tbne in whole clasS 
instruction (Mean= 3.55,.SD = .96), 20% of its time engaged in cooperativegroups{Mean. = 2.79, 
SD= .88), 10% of the day doil!g learning centers (Mean= 2.2, SD= 1.04), and so~ between 
I 0 and 20 % of its· time in other forms of group activities (Mean= 2.49, SD = ;;86). These findings 
are consistent with our expec tation'that·most classrooms would use a wide variety of'strucnkes 
' during the day. ·0ne mild surprise was the somewhat limited use oflearning centers, a strategy often 
promoted for structuring a "KERA classroom." A total of67% of teacher use this strategy less than 
10% of the time with 27% of teachers never using this approach. ' ' 
In an effort to obtain a summary picture of classroom strategies, a variable was comPuted that 
indicated .the.relative use.of '1ndent centered-strategies (centers, cooperative and other.groups) as 
opposed· to traditional classroom•tecbniques. In this cmirula:tive student-centered practices Variable, 
traditional strategies were scored negatively and thecvariables in Table 30 totaled. The-resulting 
distribution·is seen in Cbart2 (following page). This derived variable has arange of21 (-1~ to +11) 
with a Mean of.SO (SD= 2;85}andll median and a mode ofO. This distnbution is somewh1tt 
negatively-skewed with·51.47% ofrespondents scoring in the range ofOto -5 and'46.26% iji I to 6 
range. While more points were available for student-centered.strategy, the total scores reflect the fuct 
that ahnost all classrooms make some use of whole class instruction and individual seat work. These 
data suggest that in the typical classroom in this study the teacher devotes somewhat more µme to 
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Special Educators 
Almost 17% of the respondent group (n=l 07) identified themselves as special education 
teachers. Based on the premises that a.) inclilsive school requires a re-examination of the rel8tionship 
between regular education and special education and b.) the possibility that special educatorsi may 
have a differem perception of events than their colleagues in regular education, these teacherJwere 
asked to complete a separate set of questions. 
Table 31: 











Special:educators were asked to·identify the grade range of the students on their caseload. 
. . ' 
This information·isSUllllllllri7.e in Tlible31. An eYllllrination of the response pattern for this'itern 
reveals that o~;a~educaiion;teaeher:is called on to address the needs of studehts at 




Percent of regular education teachers 







In an effort to ascertain the reality of efforts toward inclusion, we asked special educators to 
indicate what percent of their colleagues in regular education regularly consult with them. The data 
' in Table 32 indicates that presemly almost half of special educators engage in regular imeraction with 





Number of students with IEPs 
on special educators' caseload? 
5 or less 17.12% 
6 to 8 17.12% 
9 to 15 53.42% 
16 to 20 6.16% 
21 ormore 6.16% 
The typical special education teacher in our study group is responsible for between 9 and 15 
students with disabilities {Table 33). In this group the most typically have individuals ~three 
distinct special education labels (Table 34). ' 
Table.34: 
Categories of special education students 
. served by special educators 
Leaming Disabled 67. 76% 
Behavior Disordered 37.50% 
Mildly Mentally Disabled 65.13% 
Ftmctionally Mentally Disabled 22.37% 
Visually Impaired 7.89% 
Hearing Impaired 9 .21 % . 
·Physically Disabled 19.08% 
Health Impaired 28.95% 
Commtmication disordered 31.58% 
Other 12.50o/o 
Table 35: 
Percent of time send out of regular class 
by typical special education student 
as reported by special -educators. 
None 10.29% 
25% or less 37.50% 
26 to 74% 44.12% 
75 to 99% 
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Since the preparation of the IEP requires the school to indicate the acttial amount of time that 
a students spends in special education, we asked the special educators to provide us with a somewhat 
different indication of the amount of time students were out of the regular class. As we noted above, 
inclusion does not absolutely mean that all students spend all day every day in the regular class. 
Nonetheless, most of the material on inclusion highlights the typical classroom as the place where 
students spend the overwhelming preponderance of their time. The data collected in this stJdy 
suggests that this is currently not the case. As Table 35 indicates only 10.29"/o of students fu special , 
education spend the entire day in the regular class. While 37.50% are pulled. out for less tiuln 25% of 
the time, a substantial number (52.21 % ) spend more than 25% of their time out of the mainStream. 
Table36: 
Resources available to assist 
special educators in providing instruction 
Paraprofessionals 40. 79% 
Peer tutors 29.97% 
'Related·services personnel 55.26% 
Vohmteers 21.71% 
Others 11.18% 
Special educators were asked to indicate all the personnel resources that were available to 
assist them in providing.instruction. The summary of these data in Table 36 indicate that OI\ average a 
special education teacher is supponed by one or two other personnel (Mean = 1.59). It is wonh 
noting that contrary to common perception this is somewhat less than the number of resources 
available to~gular educators. It is true that in an inclusive school these "special education''. 
resources would be allocated to regular classrooms, but in these data we should be seeing resources 
I 
that could be reallocated .. Also lhe limited use of peer tutors-seems· to echo· the largely separate 
nature of the effons of special education in our study group. i 
Table 37: 
Work with regular education teachers 
as characteri7.ed by special educators 
Occasional communication 6.56% 
As needed consultation 59.02% 
Coordinated planning 18.85% 
Membership on planning team 3.28% 
Collaborative co-teaching 12.30% 
As a basis for comparison with some of the information obtained from regular education, we 
asked special educator to indicate how they feh their colleagues would characterize their mUtual 
working relationship. The data in Table 37 indicates that, generally speaking the principle approach is 




consultation). This largely parallels the response from regular education (see Chart 3), with the 
proviso, that regular education is somewhat more likely to see the relationship as "occasional 
communication." 
Table 38: 
Special educators assessment of how 
regular education teachers perceive 
their working relationship~ 
An intrusion in classroom 
An occasional interference 
Neutral (positive and negative balance) 
A useful resource 








In a similar vein;-we asked special educator to indicate how they felt their coll~agueswould 
descnbe their working relationship. Again the response pattern is largely the same as '.was observ~ 
among regular educators with the important difference that regular educators were soinewbat more 
positive in their assessment of special education (Chart 4). They were more likely to descnlle the' 
special education teacher as a valued colleague rather than merely as a useful resourc~s. 
Table 39: 
How special educator characterl7.e -
their typical strategy used in working with students. 
Collaboration, consultation, & co-teaching 22.40%' 
IndiVidual in to class tutoring, 4.80% 
crroup work within class 5.6oCV.: 
PWl'out/ resource room 52.80% 
Full time separate classroom 14.40% 
We asked both special and regular educators to describe the primary model being used to , 
deliver special.education in their school. The intent here was to see if there was any discrepancy in 
how various procedure were perceived. As Table 39 clearly shows, 67.2% of special educators · 
' descnbe their service model as being at the more restrictive end of the continuum of options.- Chart 5 
• 
shows that while there is some minor variation in how procedure are described, both groups have , 
essentially the same understandings. However, it is interesting that special educators ;ire slightly more 
likely to identify. collaboration and separate classes as the model of service and less ~ely to descnbe 
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Table 40: 
Percentage of special education teachers who feel 
regular education teachers see special education as 
A placement for students who can't keep up. 42.40% 
A set of interventions to correct learning problems. 15.20% 
The placement for students with disabilities. 24.80% 
Making accommodation for different learning style. 14.40% 
A set of resources to enhance learning. 3.20% 
A final variable that compared special educators and regular educators is found in Table 40, 
Here we asked how special educator feh their colleagues in regular education defined special 
education. As the data show that two thirds of special educators feel that special education ~ seen as 
a ''placement" ( 67.2%) and one third feel they are seen as a resource. When this is compared with the 
resp6nse_pattem from regular,educators an;interestiQg and perhaps significant diffeience in the pattern 
emerges-(Chart 6). The pn)ponions are afu!Ost exactly reversed. Regular educators clearly View 
special education as a set of resources.and expertise and much less as a place for problem ~entS. 
Table 41: 
Role as a characteri7.ed by special educators 
·Focus on the specialized learning needs of my students 
Design accommodations and curricular modifications 
Provide resources to assist in solving problems 
.Provide periodic consultation to regular education 






1n1ight of the material in Table 40 and Chart 6, the way that special educators descnbe 
·themselves seems to be significant. In a response pattern that mirrors the previous variable 68. 7% 
cdescnl>e themselves as focusing on the needs of individual student. Essentially all of the rest~ 
themselves as working collaboratively and /or designing accommodations. Basically none of.the 
special educators.chose to self~identify themselves as a resource supporting instruction in the' regular 
class. 
.Since special educators seem to largely see themselves as responsible for addressing t)re needs 
ofidentified students, it is perhaps important to see how often they are actually called on to. fulfill the 
other role ofresource in problem solving. Table 42 shows that typically ( 67 .2%) less than 2~% of 
~ educators actively solicit assistance'ftom special education in solving problems relat~ to 
stildents who are not succeeding. ! 
Final Report 
Table 42: 
Percent of regular education teachers seeking 
special educators for strategies for students 




25 to 50% 






Two variables looked at some of the fonnal opportunities available for special ciducation and 
regµIar education to engage in an exchange of ideas. The first is the IEP process and, consistent with 
state policy, regular education teachers are at least nominally involved almost all oftheJtime (Table, 
43). Of course, within this forum the focus on the needs of the individual child may not be conducive 
to developing:the·collaborative working relationship that is one of the hallmarks ofincfusive schools. 
Perhaps, more telling is the participation of special educator·oninstructional planning teams.· As , 
Table 44 shows, this opponunity is only available to 32.28% of special educators, The balance either 
teach in schools where there is no use of collaborative team planning or as special educators they are 
not assigned to membership on a team. ' 
Table 43: 
Percent of special educators reporting 
that regular education teachers are involved 




Special educators description of schools' use 
of instructional planning and their membership. 
No planning teams. 37.8Q% 
Team planning used, I am not a team member. 29.92% 
Team planning used, I am a team member. 32.2~% 
Finally, it is part of the history of special education that in the past it frequently;functioned as 
a totally separate entity within the school. Special education teacher were often as sesregated as their 
students--even to the point ofreporting primarily to someone other than the building principal. Many 
of the authors writing about inclusive practice highlight the need for the staff of an inclusive school' to 
be inclusive if we expect to achieve the same end for the students. We asked a series qf questions to 
29 
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detennine if at least a minimal level of staff integration has been achieved. Table 45 demonstrated 
that the segregation of the special education teacher seems to be largely a thing of the past. , 
However, it is noteworthy that some basic things such as reporting to the principal, eating arid taking 
breaks with colleagues, and interacting with all students in the school are not universal. It isJ also 
important to realize that at 21 % of special educators feel they are viewed as second class citiz.ens 
within their schools. ! 
Table45: 
Percent of special education teacher who: 
Have the same-responsibilities 
as colleagues in regular education 
-:Participate in tutoring/supervision of extra-cwricular 
activities that re_gularly briQgs.them into contact 
with.students without.disabilities 
Participate-in all-school faculty-meetings 
-iParticipatein professional development 
~activities that focus on regular education issues 
as well as those focusing on special education 
Eat lunch/take breaks with colleagues 
in' regular education 
Feel accepted as an equal by the regular 
education teaehers in this school 
Report primarily to the building principal 










Based on reviewing the literature on inclusive schooling a set of ten definitions of inclusion 
were developed. These ranged from the highly academic: ''The education of all children in sJipponed 
heterogeneous, age-appropriate school environments for the purpose of preparing them for full 
participation in our diverse society'' through the functional "Bringing the sllpport services to!the child 
not moving the child to the services" to:the rhetorical-"Doing away with special education." i The 
intent here was to .detennine which of these definitions had the-greatest meaning for .teachers. as they 
confront the day-to-day realities of the classroom ' 
Table46 present these ten definitions rank ordered based on the average rank on:a 5 point 
scale that-ranged from 1 - totally disagree to 5 - fully agree. It is interesting that the most "aCademic" 
definition received the highest overall ranking. One interpretation of this result is that the language is 
such.thafit taps into some bisic genenilly accepted values and is so esoteric that the concrete 
mea.rti!!g of the definition is less clear than some of the others. At the other-extreme, the most 
rhetOncal anii at times provocative definitions, that left nothing to imagination-in terms of~, 
received the.lowest ranking. While-the remaining six.definition were-ranked in the-somewhat 
agreeable range, it is important.to note that-as they move down the agreement list they·becoihe 
I 
Table 46: 31:: 
Ranking of Definitions of Inclusion 
Mean SD 
The education of all children in supported, heterogenous, 
age to appropriate school environments for the purpose of 
preparing them for full participation in our diverse society 4.03 1.07 
All children are seen primarily as full members of the 
school community not as "special education" students 3.96 1.16' 
The practice of assuring that all students ~th disabilities 
participate with other students in all aspects of school life 3.95 1.13 
Instructional practices and technological supports provided. 
that accommodate all students in the schools and· 
classrooms they would attend if not disabled- 3:68 1.0[ 
Inclusion is an important component of overall efforts - ' 
toward· education reform 3.60 tfj':'- ' 
Bring the support service to the child not moving the child 
- to the services 3.26 ' J..26; 
Special education services delivered indirectly by training 
and technical assistance to "regular" classroom teachers 3.06 l.22L 
It is primarily a cost cutting measure which allows 
administrators to eliminate costly special education services 2.55 1.29-
All children full time in regular class 2.34 1.35 
Doing away with special education 1.86 1.22-
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increasingly specific in terms of impact on classroom practice. In summary, we see fuirly consistent 
agreement with some of the general principles of inclusive schooling but a growing degree qf 
ambivalence as the meaning of the definition for daily practice becomes apparent. 
Desirability and Presence of Inclusionary Practices 
i 
The literature on inclusive schooling, particularly as it relates to students with severe 
disabilities contains extensive description of practices that have been observed.in-effective iriclusive 
schooi_programs. Of particular note here is Meyer and Eichinger's 1994 Program·Quality indicators 
(PQJ): A checklist of most promising practices in educational programs for students with disabilities , 
that is in.the furm of a program evaluation instrument. This source and others was·used to develop a 
list of 33 best practices in inclusive schooling that was included in the survey instrument. The 
respondents were asked to rank each of these items along two dimension: l) the degree to which they 
feel a particular practice is desirable (1- not desirable to 5 - highly desirable), and2) the extent to 
whieh the,practice is.present in their school or.district ( 1-absent·to 5-consistentlypresent)i ·The · , 
mean rankings fur each of these dimensions jg.given.in Table 47 along with a discrepancy'score (the 
average-of.the difference between the desirability and.presence ofa particular:practice) •. .As.presented 
in the t8b.1e the practices are rank ordered based on their mean desirabiliiy rating. 
-Oiven the extent to which the respondents seem to shy away from a definition of.inclusion that 
translateirinto a specific action, it is interesting to note the overall high level of desirability associated 
with alliJractices. The mean fur all practices was at the level above somewhat desirable. "One likely 
explamition for the difference between the definition ranking and these score might'be seen ~the 
hesitaru:e:ofteachers to accept a universal prescription like "All students full time 'in-~; 
classroom'." Yet, in the case of these practices some are very specific strategies.and act as eXamples 
that clarijy what inclusion might look like. In other words, a definition may provoke fears of 
wholes8le~diimping" of students while the list of practices tells the teacher how the needed :SUpports 
may actWi!!Y-bedelivered. __ .o~ [ 
I 
Generally speaking most practices were seen as being very desirable (Mean of a1I deSirability 
ratings: 4.48; SD: .18; Range: .75, 4.03-4.78). Practices was generally seen as being·presentmore 
than 50%~fthe time although the was a much wider range of5e0res (Overall mean: 3;84; SD .41; 
Range: i:82,'2;82-4;64). In all but two cases a practice received.a desirability ratingihat.was 
relative!yhi_gher than the teachers assessment of its presence (Mean; .52; SD: .31, Range: 1.25, -.18-
.1.07). ·Wrthin ~study, the.two variable that received a desirability rating lower than their level of 
_presence raise some potential concerns. ·Both of these variables related to the participation of 
students with disabilities in regular class activities: age-appropriate class placement and in classes 
such as art, physical education and music. 1 
. ' In an effort to summarize the complex data presented in Table 47, a cumulative rating for the 
desirability and presence of school practices was computed. The greateSt value in these sunimary 
variables is their ability to assist us in trying to understand the meaning of relative standing qf the 
practices. Chart 7 presents the cumulative desirability ratings. On this graph the vertical axis 
I 
indicates the percentage of study respondents whose cumulative score was at a particular level. The 
I 
graph presentation underscores the very high overall ratings (Mean: 146.10, SD: 20.27; Median: 152, 
I 
Table:47: 




Desirability Presence Discrepancy 
Mean SD Mean SD: ~an 
District mission statement reflects a belief that all children I 
can learn, divers!!l: is valued, etc. 4.79 0.56 4.53 0.80 -0~15' 
The emire school is physically accessible for students I 
I 
0;6~ usin~ wheelchairs 4.76 0.71 3.98 1.40 
School suppon resources and activities are provided to 
enhance ~sitive social relationships amen~ all students 4.71 0.60 4.17 0.96 038' 
Related services, including speech to language, ' -
occupational, physical therapy and others are provided 
within comext of regular school routines 4.67 0.71 4.17 1.10· 0.3S: 
Enrichmem and extracurricular activities are available to 
all students regardless of gender, disability, ability, 
ethnic!!l:, etc 4.65 0.72 4.24 l.oO 0:3£ 
Curricular·and instructional adaptations are congruem 
with.the activities•ofageto peers, community and fumily -.,.._ ---
values and do not stlgma1 ize 4.63 0.67 4.13 0.89' .. :1);3'7 
Behavior problems are addressed through non to aversive ' ... t 
strategies including instruction in positive behavioral " '~ . --
alternatives and emphasizing long to term developmem of ' •. 
I 
self to determination and self to control 4;62 0.72 3.79 1.07 - 0;66,.·· 
Students with disabilities participate in physical 
education, art, music, etc with same ~e peers. 4.61 0.76 4.64. 0.74 ~-0,04 
An in to school medical and behavioral plan exists and 
includes erocedures fur behavioral crises 4.61 0.74 3.52 1.34 - 0;93 
Team planning is systematically undenaken to prepare 
students for movement to next environment whether that 
be new classroom, new school, or from school to work 4.59 0.74 3.68 1.18 0.75 
A variety of instructional and staffing arrangements are 
used to address diverse student needs 4.58 0.72 3.89 1.10 0:56 
Daily schedule is planned to assure an interfilce between 
students' IEPs and the daily cycle of activities within the 
school 4.55 0.78 3.96 1.10 0:45-
Students with disabilities eat together with their non to 
disabled peers in the cafuteria not a difierem time or as a 
foue sitt5 to~ether 4.55 0.90 4.44 1.03 0.06 
Daily routines and transition times within the school day 
are used to teach self regulation, communication, social, '. 
and work related skills (particularly for students with 
I : 
more severe disabilities) 4.54 0.75 3.90 1.02 0.54 
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Table 47: 
Relative Rankings of Best Practices in Support of Inclusion 
Desirability Presence Discrepancy 
Mean SD Mean SD Mean 
Students without disabilities are actively involved in 
inclusion effons via strategies such as peer tutoring, 
circle of supe2rts, and coo~rative learning lfoues 4.54 0.79 3.94 1.09 0.44 
Planning for flexible (individualized) curricular adaptation 4.53 0.76 3.67 1.13 I 0.68 
Classes are_grouped heterogeneously and il$ruction is 
differentiated for all students to include curricular and 
instnlctiOhil adapt.ations 4.50 0.82 4.04 0.97 0.31 
All students with disabilities can enroll in the same school 
the~.-would attend if the~ did not have a disability 4.49 0.91 4.04 1.23 0.39 
Trairiiiighave taken place to help the staff develop 
expenise related to inclusion, cooperative learning and 
collaborative eJa11nin§ 4.48 0.85 3.46 1.22 0.87 
Stuaemfiliilements 11S specified on the IEP are J>rovided 
within the general education and community 4.45 0.84 4.07 0.97 0.26 
Admil)istlation supports inclusion through statements, 
-exainpre, imd--lillocation of time for planning/ 
collaborative scheduling 4.45 0.89 3.55 1.23 0.78 
Open communication abom fears and concerns related to 
inclusion is encouraged and supported by administration 
and Blf's&:fr' 4.43 0.87 3:47 1.20 0.81 
Info~n related to efforts toward inclusion is 
eroViaea'iO'parents, minilies and students 4.43 0.89 3.72 1.25 0.56 
InstructiDmil aides-are assigned to classrooms rather than ----
individualcliildren and balance responsibilities for 
supporting children with disabilities with assisting teacher 
with ;all .children 4.43 0.94 3.63 1.27 0.60 
In geneiil the members of the school are committed to 
the values of developing an inclusive school community: 
have tlie"fleJQ1iility to make the revisions needed and try 
another-way :when.a panicular idea or strategy seems to 
have failed 4:38 0.99 3.69 1.15 0.57 
DeciSfons 'regarding discretionary budget expenditures 
and staff development activities are made at the building 
level, .with S?ut from fuculty and staff 4.37 0.90 3.60 1.19 0.66 
Explicit pcilicy and practices exist to suppon filinily 
involvement in the school and the classroom 4.34 0.87 3.63 1.10 0.60 
-Instructionaheams have regularly scheduled team 
meetings-.to e1an adapt.ations for diverse student needs 4.32 0.91 3.24 1.21 0.96 
........ -•.'""' -
Table 47: 
Relative'Rankings-of".Best Practices ia Silpport-ofiil~lusion. 
There is a school planning team related to inclusion that 
involves all stake holders: parents, teachers, students, 
school board members, related services personnel, and 
Desirability 
Mean SD 
administrators 4.31 0.98 
All students with a.diSability are assigned to a regular 
class homeroom based on chronological age/grruie 4.25 1.15 
There is an:ongoing,effurt to develop a consensus about 
inclusive educational practices 4.19 1.06 
Transponation is accessible to student with physical 
disabilities. All students travel to an from school using the 
same ttansponation system. 4.08 1.22 
Team teaching-involving special education teachers 
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Mode: 165 [note: this is the highest possible rating] Range: 161, 4-165). This level of rating 
suggests a number of things related to interpretation of the data. First of all, it raises some questions 
of instrument design since it seems some respondents developed a pattern of responding when 
confronted with so many parallel questions. Second, a social desirability fuctor may be influencing 
the response patterns siiice most of these practices reinforce what the teacher have been told about 
I 
good practices in school refurm, social acceptance of disability, physical accessibility, and education 
I 
for diversity. Third, these other fuctors suggest that relative low magnitude difference in mean 
~desirability fankmg may have greater importance than would be ascribed to them on a scale ~here 
there·is a wider.distribution of scores. 1 
Chart 8. graphically presents the cumulative ratings for the presence of effective_ practices. 
The relatively high rating in this area (Mean: 123.44; SD: 24.1; Median: 127; Mode: 135; R!mge: 
165: 0-165) suggest that scores on this variable may have been influenced by the very·hjghJevel of 
scoring on theimallel items related to desirability. Again, the relative standing of each variable may 
be more infurmative than any analysis that attempts to deal with the magnitude of difference. In other 
words, the reader should not jump to conclusion based on this study that there is near univerSal 
implementation of these practices in most ofthe schools of Eastern Kentucky. A more-conservative 
I 
interpretation.is~Jy that higher rated practices.are more likely to be encountered thanJo~r 
ranked items. ' 
Based on the relatively high scores observed fur desirability and presence, the most straight 
forward ~y to bring some order to the data presented in Table 47 is to highlight the eight variable 
that tiill in the'lowest-guartile-fur presence. These are the practice that we are least likely to · 
encounter in.the.sehools.in our survey. It is noteworthy that these same eight variable receive the 
highest-discrepancy scores .. These eight variable include: I) co•teaching involving speci81 education 
2) consensusbuilding,3) sehool planning team with all •eholders, 4) in-school behavionil 'and 
medicalcrisisj>lan,·S) regtilar:Planning by instructional teams, 6) open communication being · 
supported,7).clear-admiriiStrative suppon of inclusion, and 8) training to develop staffexpenise. All 
of these niise.seiious:co~_about,the-effi>rts to systematically develop the close working : 
relationships, expertise;1um -consensus:that the literature clearly shows are characteristics of effective 
inclusive schools:'Perhaps, 1he most noteW<>rthy rating in the entire table is the fuct that-actwll co-
' teaching received· the lowest rating for desirability and presence. Yet it also received the highest 
discrepancyntting. 'T-eacher-aresomeWhat:unsure about this practice, perhaps because theyehave ncit 
been trained on how-to do it. Further, they do not.seem to be receiving suppon to experiment with a 
closer working relationiihip between special education aD!i regular education. ' 
.Benefrtingl"rommclusion 
Table•48.presentli the-respondents' opinion of who receives the greatest benefit from ' 
inclusion. The~ionthat the greatest benefuctor is the special education teacher, over~ 
above students with disabilities, Taises some serious questions, that mn beyond the scope of this study, 









Ranking of groups benefiting from inclusion 
Mean SD 
Snecial,education-teachers 3.70 I 1.23 ' ' 
Students with disabilities 3.62 
\ 
1.27 ' 
Students without disabilities 3.39 1.21 ' : 
Re2ular. education teachers 3.29 l.28c ' : ' --
Barriers to Inclusion 
When asked to rate the leading barriers to inclusive schools, the re5pondents g~ve the lii8hest 
overall mean rating.to the learning problem of the students with disabilities (Table 49).I Student"" ' 
characteristic along' with insufficient resources and lack of training, were the only potetjtial bairiers, 
rated·abovethe middle of the rating scale, This finding seems to reveal a lack of buy-~ on the ~.of· 
the.respondents to: some of key conceptS underlying inclusive education. The problemj; they_ are . 
encountering are attnbuted to the characteristics ofa group of students not to the fililure of~~'"· 
educational environment to meet the needs of all children. This. basic perception of chjldren with , 
disabilities as somehow being quantitative and qualitatively different from other children has ~..;; : . 
identified by many authors as a fundamental flawed belief that provides thejustification for __ :0~~ •• 
1 . • I exc us10nary practices. , 
.,, 
Table 49; . 
Ranking of barriers to inclusion 
Mean \ . ,. SJ>' 
Leaming.and:behavioral problems of 
students with disabilities 3.43 
I 
I.17 I 
Insufficient resources (funds,. staff. etc.) 3.32 i L36-
Lack of trainine/oreparation of school staff· 3.11 l.38' 
Lackof ol'!!.anizational commitment 2.79 ' 1.28 
Lack of staff sunnort 2.72 I 1.37. 
Resistance by regular education staff 2.71 L38 
Not seen as an imnortant prioritv 2.71 I .l.23 \ 
Parental onnosition 2.40 ' I.22 ' 
Insufficient administrative support 2.34 \ 1.33 ' : 
Reaction of students in regular education 2.29 
\ 
l.14 ! 
Resistance by snecial education staff 2.15 l.28 
40 
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The final three questions in the survey asked the respondents for their perspectives on 
preparation for inclusion, effectiveness of inclusion efforts in their school, and their person3l opinion 
about inclusion. The response pattern to these three summary questions are presented on (!harts 9-
11. 
_When asked if preparation for inclusion was adequate, the respondent group tended; to 
indicate that it was less than comprehensive (Mean: 2.6, SD: l .O:S). Only 22% ofrespondeilts rated 
the preparation as sufficient or intensive, while the balance rated preparation as no better ~ 
somewhat adequate. ! 
When asked to indicate how inclusion was working in their school, the overall pattern of 
responses seems to indicatethattheyfeelthejuryisstillout(Mean: 3.12, SD: 1.01). Almost40% of 
respondeDts feh that the pluses and minuses balanced. About 27% feh things were going filirly well, 
and Solo rated inclusion as going very well. On the other end of the spectrum an almost-equ/il number. 
of~ndents (6%) said there was no inclusion in their school and 19% feh it was:not working'Very 
we11.·~so on balance the trend in evaluating inclusion is in· a positive direction, but implemeritationis 
not rece¥ng rave reviews. 
:reacners were asked to rate their opinion about whether inclusion is a good idea along a 
contiDUiim'from a :firm no to solid yes with neutral marking the center of the distnbution. The picture ' 
presentin Chart 11 is that among these teacher the jury is still out on their opinion of inclusion 
(Mean: 3.15, SD: 1.36). The chart is remarkable for equitable distribution. About 43% of 
respi>ndents give inclusion positive marks while about 34% are negative in their assessment. The 
remaining.~% indicate that they haven't made their mind up. 
:Coire1Jltion between Key Study Variables 
The-correlation among study variables was examined to determine any patterns of 
relationShjps. As would be expected there was a series ofmeaningfol correlations that exist'ed among 
:best.practice variable and between the various definitions of inclusion. There was a pattern of 
correlations among the benefits to inclusion that can be reduced to the-simple statement that·the more 
likely one group was seen to benefit the more likely other group were seen to benefit. ·A p~ of 
inter -correlation among the barriers to inclusion was also observed. The number of variable involved 
in these correlational analyses was very complex based simply on the number of variable involved. 
For this-reason, an analysis of this aspect of the study must of necessity be left to a subsequbm-report. 
I 
I 
Wtth a single exception, no meaningful correlations were observed between .general 
' background variables and study variables. : 
• I 
Table SO present correlations that were observed to have an r level ~ater than .25 when the 
relatiol;IShip between classroom practices, opinions about inclusion, and cumulative variable~ related 
to·student centered classroom practice, use of strategies that support inclusion, desirability of best 
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who are more likely to have a positive perspective on KERA are also more likely to think iliat 
inclusion.is a good idea Teachers with a closer working relationship with special educators, spend 
more time consulting special educators, use more strategies that support inclusion, and are iµ. schools 
more likely to have more best practices in place. Those teachers with a more positive perspective on 
special education spend more time working with special education and also use more strate~ies 
supportive of inclusion. Teachers who feel that there has been better preparation for inclusion are 
more likely to think it works, feel that it is a good idea, and have. more best practices in place. An 
i!Jcrease in the amount of time working with special educator was associated with more strategies that ' 
are supportive of inclusion and more best practices being in place. Not surprisingly teacher who feel 
inclusion is working well are more likely to see it as a good idea and are more likely to be in a school 
with more best practices. Finally, the more likely a teacher is to be in a school with best practices the 
more likely they are to rate more of the practices as desirable. 
,Comparison of Special Educators and Regular Educators 
Since a) crucial component in effective inclusion is the working relationship between. regular 
eduCation and special education and b) special education teachers may have a different JlCI'SPective on 
the level of acceptance and best practice that is occurring in a school an important part of the analysis 
of this study entailed comparing response patterns from these two groups. This was achieve by 
performing t-tests on all study variable to identify any significant difference between the mean ranking 
of special educators and regular educators. The results of these analyses are found in Table~ 51-57. 
For the purposes of these analysis, 433 respondents were included in the regular educator pool and 
113 in the special educator pool. These assignment were based OD complete responses to most items 
and observed response patterns. Specifically, several teachers who identified there primary i,-ole as 
"specialist" and one "lead teacher" were certified as special education teacher and fully completed the 
specialeducator section of the questionnaire. 
Background variables (Table 51) 
I 
As the material presented in'Table 51 indicates, the special educators in our respo~ pool are 
somewhat younger and therefore have fewer years in teaching than their regular education ~lleagues. 
' 
Definitions of Inclusion (Table 52) 
It is interesting that regular education teacher on average rated membership in the·school 
community as a more appropriate definition of inclusion than special educators. Special eduCators on 
the other hand tended to give higher rating to inclusion definitions that focused on different i;nodes of 
· service delivery, most significaritly the idea of services coming to the child not.vice ·versa While both 
groups.gave the idea that inclusion was a cost cutting measure low marks, special educator gave this 
definition a significantly lower rating. Ftnally, special educators gave a higher ranking-to the'. concept 
of inclusion as assuring home-school attendance. 
I. 
Table 51: 
Comparison of Regular a .. d Special Educators on Backgro~nd Characteristics 
Regular Educators Special Educators 
Mean SD Mean SD t 
Years in Teaching 3.75 1.14 . 3.32 1.23 3.47 *** 




' .[,.,::., ••. c •• • • • 
. 3.21 1.02 3.42 *** 
2.06 0.63 2.02 0.74 0.53 
***p< :001···· 
I' 
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Table 52: 
Comparison of Regular and Special Educators on Ranking of Definitions of Inclusion 
· R.egulir taueatots Special EdUc~to..S 
' .. .. ,, . Mean . ,SD Mean SD 
All children are seen primarily lis full members of the school 
cqmmunity not as "special education" students 4.08 
Bring the support service to the child not moving the child to the 
services 3 .I I 
It is primarily a cost cutting measure which allows administrators to 
eliminate costly special education services , 2.69 
Instructional practices and technological supports provided that 
accommodate all students in the schools and classrooms they would 
attend if not disabled . . 3 .61 
Inclusion is an important component of overall efforts toward 
education reform . . . , , , 3 .59 
Special education services delivered indirectly by training and 
technical assistance to "regular.'.'.. classroom teachers 3 .0 I . 
The education of all children in supported, heterogenous, age to 
appropriate school environments for the purpose of preparing them 
for full participation in. oilt dii!¢fse society 
Doing away with special education 
All children .full time.in ~egular.class . .. . . . .. .. , , 
The practice of assuring that all students with disabilities participate 
*ith other students in all.aspects of school life , ,, , . ... 
• p <.05 






... 1.08 3.4 1.33 
1.29 3.66 1.31 
1.27 2.23 1.28 
1.05 3.8 0.86 
.1.15 3.43 1.07 
'. ,1.24 .:l.1.3' 1.19 
1.08 3.94 1.04 
1.25 1.89 1.23 
1.24 2.35 1.39 













DesirabiliJy of Best Practices in Inclusion (Table 53) 
The highest level of divergence between special educators and regular educato.rs was in the 
desirability rating given to the best practices in inclusion. Special educators consistently gave more 
than 50% (17/33) of the practices a higher desirability rating than their colleagues in ~gular 
education. These ratings are reflected in the highly significant difference that was observed between 
the two groups on the cumulative desirability rating (t = 3.18; df = 437 p <. 001). Fot this cumulativ~ 
variable the· Mean for the special educators was 151.83 (SD: 10.6) conpared to Mean ,of 146.23 (SD:-; 
15.83) for the.regular educators. Most noteworthy are thefuur variable with the~ degree: of 
statistically significant difference. All four of these relate· to the participation of students with'6 ., . 
disabilities in the regular routines and life of the school. While regular ed)lcators can by no milans,be· 
accused of wanting students with disabilities out of sight, they are less enthusiastic forthese practices 
than special educators. 
Presence oft.Best Practices in Inclusion (Table 54)· 
There is a closer match in the·assessment of regular.educators and specialedu*8tors of the 
presence of best practices. A comparison of the cumulative rating o£both of these groups revealST~ 
significant«lifference. However, there is a sigriificant difference in the two groups' ratings on~ 
presence of ten of practices. In seven of the cases, special educators indicate that a P,articuJ4r 1:, 
practice is less frequently presence in the schools than regular educator. One interpretation otr'UieSe 
data is that because of their role and degree of involvement in planning for students with di~ , 
the special educators would be .aware that particular activities are Jess pervasive than regular" ;o 
educators believe. The final three variables which special educator identify as occurring more often .. 
seem to very clearly reflect their involvement in planning and designing efforts toward· inclusion. 
They would specifically plan fur the use of daily routines for instruction, the integration of therapy 
into routines; and' the assignment of aides to a room and not only an identified child. ~ouglione 
would expect that in a case of an aide being assigned to a typical classroom, the regul8r claSs'teacher · 
would understand the nature and purpose of this arrangement. · 
Benefdingftominclusion (Table 55) 
It is interesting to note that special educators are stronger in their belief that iilclusionary 
practice benefit everyone. Most notably, they are significantly stronger in their perception that 
inclusion benefits students with disabilities and their non-disabled peers. 
Barriers to Inclusion (Table 56) 
In 5 out of 11 instances special educators dilrer significantly from their colleagues in~­
education in how they rank potential barriers to inclusive education. In all five case, Special-educators 
see resistance by regular educators, lack of a staff support, absence of a priority for the school, 
' resistance by special educators, and lack of training a bigger barriers than do teacher in regular 




Comparison of Regular and Special Educators on Ranking of Inclusion Practices 
·· Re'gular EduciitOn 
,.. .,, 1, : Mean :'SD 
" , .., .... :, . .., •. "• '·~··-•:I,.,..-.,,, '"'"._1:(.i~1•;·· ···•,. •·• 1---~~- -~5•zj; •-~._,,,._,•I·•·• 
Daily schedule is planned to assure an ilitetface betweeh sli.Jdeilfs' 
IEPs and the daily cYcle of activities wjthiri.the schooi . , ., ..... , .. -· 4.47, 0.83 
All students with a disability are assigned to a regular Class 
homeroom based on chroilological age/grade , . 4.12. 1.22 
Students with disabilities eat together with their non to disabled 
peers in the cafeteria not a different time or as a group sitting 
together . 
2 
4.48 0 .. 98 
Transportation is accessible to student with physical disabilities. All 
studenst travel to an from school using the same transportation 
system. 
District mission statement reflects a belief that all children can learn, 
diversity is valued, etc .. 
Student entitlements as specified on the IEP are provided within the 
general education and community environments 
Daily routines and transition times within the school day are used to 
teach self regulation, communication, social, and work related skills 
(particularly for students with more severe disabilities) 
Related services, including speech to language, occupational, 
physical therapy and others are provided within context of regular 
school routines 
Behavior problems are addressed through non to aversive strategies 
including instruction in positive behavioral alternatives and 
emphasizing long to term development bf self to deierminaticin and 
self to control . . ... ,.. , , ·-· . •.. ,.,, " " ... 
_Classes are grouped heterogeneously arid instruction is differentiated 
for all students Jo include curricular 1111d insti:u(;!ional adapjatipns 
1 
Students withoilt disabilities are actively involved in fodusiori efforts 
via strategies siich as peer tutoring, ciri::le of supports, and 






4.60: .. 0.72 
4.46 . Q.83 
4.51 0.84 
Soeclal .Educators 
Mean, ... i •. S.D. .. , ..... . t .. . 
4.87 .0.37 4.72 ... 
4.68 0.71 4.55 ... 
4.85. 0.41 3.71 ... 
4.43 0.98 3.35 ... 
4.93 0.25 3.05 •• 
4.65 0.74 2.85 .. 
4.72 0.58 . 2.55 .. 
4.83 0.56 2.53 •• 
0.50 2.46 .. 
4,66 0.(3 2.18 • 
4.70 0.52 2.17. 
~1 
Table 53: 
Comparison of Regular and Special Educators on Ranking of Inclusion Practices 
Students with disabilities participate in physical education, art, 
music, etc with same aie eeers. 
Explicit policy and practices exist !C)suppbrt family involvement.in 
the school and the classroom 
Instructional aides are assign~d to classrooms rather than individual 
children and balance responsibilities for supporting children with 
disabilities with assistini teacher with all children 
An in-school medical· and behavioral plan exists and· includes 
erocedures for behavioral crises 
Administration supports inclusion through statements, example, and 
allocation of time for elannint collaborative schedulini 
Plannini for flexible (individualizedi curricular adaetation 
School support resources and activities are provided to enhance 
eositive social relationshies amoni all students 
Open communication about fears and concerns related to inclusion is 
encouraied and sueeorted b~ administration and all staff 
A variety ofinstructional and staffing arrangements ·are used to 
address diverse student needs 
Curricular and instructional adaptations are congruent with the 
activities of age to peers, community and family values and do not 
stiimatize 
There is a school planning team related to inclusion that involves all 
stake holders: parents, teachers, students, school board members, 
. - . --related.services.eersonnel,.and.administrators ______ _ 
All students with disabil!)ies cap enroll in the sarre s·chciol the)' 













4.36 0.90 .. 
4.47 0.89 
, ... t.i IL .• .,. 
-
Sl!ecial Educators 
Mean SD t 
4.78 0.60 2.13 • 
4.47 0.88 1.97 • 
4.59 0.79 1.96. 
4.73 1.34 1.92 • 
4.58 0.79 1.83 • 
4.66 0.69 1.80. 
4.80 0.45 1.62 
4.55 0.78 1.50 
4.65 0.69 1.23 
4.72 0.53 1.22 
.. 4-~3 1.12 1.22 
4.58 0.92 1.19 
'I·,• .. ... 
- ·- -· -
Table 53: 
Comparison of Regular and Special Educators on Ranking of Inclusion Practices 
Team planrling is systematically underiakeh to prepare students for 
movement to next environment whether that be new classroom; new 
school, or from school to work 
Team teaching involving special education teachers occurs in most 
classrooms. on a regular (weekly) basis , , 
The entire school is physically accessible for students using 
wheelchairs ' . ' ~ 
There is an ongoing effort to develop a consensus about inclusive 
educational practices _ . . . . ....... 
In general the members of the school are committed to the values 
of developing an inclusive' school community: have the flexibility to 
make the revisions needed and try another way wheii a particular 
idea or strategy seems to ha\'e failed 
Information related to efforts toward inclusion is provided to 
parents, families and students. . 
Decisions regarding discretionary budget expenditures and staff 
development activities are made at the building level, with input 
from faculty and staff 
Enrichment and extracurricular activities are available to all students 
regardless of gender, disability, ability, ethnicity, etc 
Instructional teams have regularly scheduled team meetings to plan 
adaptations for diverse student needs •·!.· ... . . 
Training have iaken place to help the staff develop expertise related 
toJnclusiori, cpoperatiye learning and collaborative planning 
----~•p-<.05------------- - -- ·- ---- ------- - -- -- ---
•• p ''. .01 
... p<.001 
Rgtilar. Edtieators Sl!eclal Educatol'S 
"Mea11 · . . ,SD - .. -- '?'~''·. _,,. r- Mean ~/). 'I ' t. 
4.59 o.14. 4.68 0.64 1.09. 
3.98 J,.24 4.10 I.II 0.92 
4.78 0.65 4.71 0.94 0.87 
4.1.8 1.07 4.28 0.98 0.83 
4.39 1.00 4.34 0.99 0.44 
4.43 0.90 4.46 0.87 0.35 
4.40 0.89 4.37 0.86 0.33 
4.65 0.71 4.63 0.78 0.24 
,4,32 ,0.90 ,4.3,4 .1.01 0.17 
4.:47 .0.83 4.48 0.98 0.06 
----- ---- - ------·---- - ---- -------
Table 54: 
Comparison of Regular and Speci~I E~~ators on Asses11ment oft~~ Pres~nce of l"~lµsion Practices 
Regular Educators Special Educators 
Mean $D 1J{etitt SP I 
Training have take~ place to help t~e staff dev~lop.'' '' "''"" · · .. .,, ' ·~ '' " ' " 
expertise related to inf:lusion. cooperative learni11& and 
· ;~;~:~;:~~er!1~~:~i·~f-cifforts tciwara inC1usfon'is·1::·," ·• • ,,,. • · ·· 
3.56 1.17 2.89 1.26 5.13 ... 
.. . ~ "' ,,- ....... - •· ', ,'/· 
; , "' I l I , 1 • 
erovided to earents, families and students 3.86 1.14 3.20 1.46 5.00 ~ .. 
There is a school planning teain · related to inclusji;>ii that 
involves all stake holders: parents, teachers, students, 
school board members, related servif:es personn~I,' ~nd 
administrators 3.27 1.38 2.64 1.46 4.16 ... 
Daily schedule is planned to assure an 'interface betw'eciil" , . 
students' IEPs and the daily cycle of activities within the 
school 3.84 1.14 4.15 1.00 2.51 .. 
Related services, incl~ding ~peech 10 l~n!,lll?~¢. ' 
occupational, physical therapy and others are provided 
within context of reiular school routines 4.10 1.12 4.39 0.99 2-48 •• 
There is an ongoing'effort tc:i develop a·cciitsensus·aliout 
inclusive educational eractices 3.34 1.27 3.00 1.26 2.41 •• 
Instructional teams have regularly ·scheduled team 
meetinis to elan adaetations for diverse student needs 3.23 1.22 2.92 1.23 2.38 .. 
Instructional aides are assigned to classrooms rather than 
individual children and balance responsibilities for 
supporting children with disabilities with assisting teacher 
with all children 3.51 1.33 3.83 1.09 2.30. 
Students without dis(lbilities are actively involved iii 
--- - -inclusion·efforts via··~trategies·such 11s·p~er tuf Pri11g.- --- --- ---. . . 
circle of sueeorts, and cooeerative leamini iroues 3.99 1.05 3.77 1.20 1.81 ' 




I . - -
Comparison of Regular and Special Eucators on Assessment of the Presence of Inclusion Practices 
Regular Educators Specliil Educators 
" ~ - ' H .•. ~· • " " . ' Mean . . . Sb. .,Mean SD. t . . 
In general the members of the school are committed to 
the values of developing an inclusive school cominunity: 
have the flexibility to make the revisions needed and try 
another way when a particular idea or strategy seems to 
have failed 3.69 . 1.15 .. 3.46 
Students with disabilities participate in physical 
education, art, music, etc with same age peers. 4.63 0.76 4.75 
Classes are grouped heterogeneously and instruction is 
differentiated for ali students to include curricular and 
instructional adaptations .... 4.06 . 0.94 3.90 
Explicit policy and practices exist to support family 
involvement in the school and the classroom 3.56 1.14 3.71 
District mission statement reflects a· belief that all children 
can learn, diversity is valued, etc. 4.54 
Curricular and instructional adaptations are congruent 
with the activities of age to peers, community and family 
values and do not stigmatize 4 .15 
Students with disabilities eat together with their non to 
disabled peers in the cafeteria not a different time or as a 
group sitting together 4.43 
Enrichment and extracurricular activities are available to 
all students regardless of gender, disability, ability, 
ethnicity, eic . 4.25 
Open communication about fears and concerns related to 
inclusion is encouraged and supported by adinlnistration 
and all staff. 3 .4 3 


















Comparison of Regular and Special Eucators on Assessment of the Presence of Inclusion Practices 
Regular Educators Special Educators 
---------
Team planning is systematically undertaken tci prepare 
students for movement to next environment whether that 
be new classroom, new school, or from school to work 
An in-school medical and behavioral plan exists and 
includes erocedures for behavioral crises 
Behavior problems are addressed through non to aversive 
strategies including instruction in positive behavioral 
alternatives and emphasizing long to tenn development of 
self to detennination and self to control 
School support resources and activities are provided to 
enhance eositive social relationshies amoni all students 
Daily routines and transition times within the school day 
are used to teach self regulation, communication, social, 
am! work related skills (particularly for students with 
more severe disabilities~ 
Administration supports inclusion through statements, 
example, and allocation of time for planning/ 
collaborative schedulini 
Decisions regarding discretionary budget expenditures 
and staff development activities are made 11t the buil~ing. 
level, with ineut from facult~ and staff 
A variety ofinstructional arid staffing iu'riingements are 
used to address diverse student needs 
The entire school is physically 'accessible for siuden'ts : 
usiniwneelchairs-··· --·--··-·· -- · · ---- -- -· 
within the general education and coimiiunity ' ' 
., 
environments 
Mean SD Mean SD t 
3.62 1.20 3.74 1.12 0.91 
." 
3.45 1.37 3.57 1.25 0.81 
3.76 1.11 3.85 1.02 0.79 
4.16 0.98 4.08 0.99 0.77 
3.89 1.02 3.96 0.98 0.70 
3.52 1.24 3.43 1.28 0.68 
3.56 1.23 3.63 1.08 0.55 
3.84 1.13 3.89 1.07 0.46 
4.00 r.42 . --···3:94 - L37- ···0:-44· - ·- --· .. 
' 
. ,. l" ., ,. '"' ' .. , 
:4.03 0.91! 4.06 O.!l!I 0.37 
All students with a di~ability are as~igD,ed io 1rie8li1at1•11 .. c .-.v,.,;1:,,A·.-1. .q.;l r ·-~"'' .......... ~.~,.ft - ' •• - .,. t ' ,. i~.·-""' ~ .. ,- ·" -- - -- - . -- --
cl~ss homeroom b~sed. on_ c~~on~lo~~:i . ~.f~~~ade. , , 4.41 1.01 4.44 1.01 0.31 
. i' 
;; "' 4 
4 ,l sqr)-·B¥.~i 1 ·~-"'!''· l\r 1 .!··~··· ,. - ,., .. ·"' , "'""'' J ..... J, .ii~ .. -
---- - - --
Table 54: 
Comparison of Regular and Special Eucators on Assessment of the Pr!"sence of Inclusion Practices 
, , '1' Regul•r Educatlin Special Educaton · 
... I ,,_ ,, 1 - . __ • ·-z-··-i··~·r-···'"t'"':X;l~37zr--1o ... Mf(Jf.l.r.Ht.'H~SP.:.1.1~~.t.1r .. Yf?4fl;·~..i: ... cS.l) h.1•..1., .. , 1t,,1 ,, .. 
All st!lderits with disabilities can enroll in the same sehool 
they woidd atlelld lfllieiUid not hav~ a .disability:-· .. ·c.· •• : •• s ... 4.03 .. J.2.0 ,,,, ,,,.A.07" , .. 1.29 ,. o.30 
Transportation is accessible to student with physical 
disabilities. All studensi iravel to an from schobl using 
the same.transportation system. 4.07 1.26 4.09 1.23 0.14 
Team teaching Involving special education teachers 
occurs in.most classrooms on a regular (weekly) basis 2.73 1.31 2.74 1.28 0.08 
• p <.05 
•• p < .01 
••• p<.001 
Table 55: 
Comparison of Regular and Special Educators on Assessment of 
Who Benefits from Inclusion 
Special education teachers 
Students with disabilities 
Students without a disability 
Regular education teachers 
* p <.05 





















Comparison of Regular and Special Educators on Rating of Barriers to Inclusion 
Reir;ular Educators S(!ecial Educators 
Mean SD Mean SD t 
Resistance by regular education staff 2.64 1.41 3.19 l.28 3.68 *** 
Lack of staff support 2.66 l.38 3.13 1.36 3.15 ••• 
Not seen as an important priority 2.63 l.23 3.02 l.21 2.90 •• 
Resistance by special education staff 2.08 l.31 2.38 l.21 2.17 * 
Lack of training/preparation of school staff 3.10 1.41 3.36 l.28 1.76 * 
Insufficient resources (funds, staff, etc) 3.41 1.35 3.19 l.40 1.51 
Lack of organizational commitment 2.80 l.30 2.95 l.22 l.12 
Parental opposition 2.43 l.26 2.28 l.12 l.08 
Reaction of students in regular education 2.29 l.14 2.23 l.06 0.46 
Learning and behavioral problems of students 
with disabilities 3.44 l.17 3.37 l.09 0.39 
Insufficient administrative support 2.38 1.3~ .. 2.43 l.33 0.33 
• p <.05 
•• p < .01 
••• p·- .001 
Final Report 
KERA, inclusion, and Working Relationships (Tiible 57) 
The final comparison of special educators and regular educators focused on the variables 
related to perception of KERA, inclusion, and their mutual working relationship. Before conducting 
these analyses, the variable in Chart 6 describing how regular educators described or Were perceived 
to describe special education was modified for clarity. The. relative ranking of the desbriptors were 
changed so they followed a logical sequence from separate placement to resources enhancing leaniing 
in the regular class. This reordering. simply entailed reversing the order ofresponse option 2) A set of 
interventions to assist with learning and 3) a placement for students with disabilities. l 
l 
, I 
Three significant differences emerged from these analyses. As noted in the discussion related 
to Chart 6 there a significant difference between how regular educators think about s~ial educatipn 
and how special educators think they see it. Given this difference, it is not surprising to see·that 
regular educators descn"be special educators in more positive terms than special educator anticipated. 
Finally, special educators are more likely to see inclusion as a good idea then regular ¢ucators. 
DISCUSSION 
Daily practice in the schools of Eastern Kentucky continues to be based on a n)odel of 
"mainstreaming"-- the individual involvement of students with disabilities in regular classes. A 
movement to the f~rmation of inclusilie schools with a coherent vision of eflective iiducation for all 
members of a diverse student body and a fundamental reordering of the relationship between regular 
education and special education bas barely begun. The findings of this study suggestthattliereis a 
good foundation on which to undertake this challenge. Much of the literature on inclusive schooling 
suggests that while specific practice and skills are crucial to quality inclusive schooling, it is the 
ultimately development of a school-wide vision of inclusion that marks exemplary programs. In the 
findings of this study we see a consensus on group of beliefs that suggest that teachers are ready to 
engage in the hard work of developing a common vision of their schools as inclusive communities; 
As our introductory literature review reveals the national discussion about inclusive.education 
entails issues that are fur more complex than the:"simple" matter of where the instruction of students 
with disabilities takes place. Similarly this study of the inclusion movement in Eastem~Kentucky 
raises some complex issues that are not given to simple analysis. Given the complexity of these 
issues, it is important that before we attempt to clarify the meaning of the data of this Study that we 
state the perspective from which we conduct our analysis. 
We take as· a given that the term "inclusion" refers to a positive movement in American 
education. Inclusion like school reform is about creating an optimal learning envirorutjent that 
maximize the effective use of resources to assure the highest level of educational outcomes for each 
and every student. We do not subscribe to the belief that inclusion is about limiting opportunities for 
students nor that it a way of cutting back on services for students with disabilities. Wf! believe that 
where inclusion has been really iniplemented we see schools that epitomize the well established 
research base on effective schools. · . . l 
' I 
Inclusion requires the education system to confront the reality that systematic, flata-based, . 
individualized instruction in student-centered environment is not the concern of a spec\81 interest 
57 
Table 57: 
Comparison of Regular and Special Educators on 
Assessment of KERA, Inclusion, and Their Working Relationships 
Role of Speci!ll 1;':1,1cation 
Positive working relationship between Special and Regulat 
education 
Inclusion is good idea 
Adequacy of preparation for inclusion 
Positive impact of KERA 
Inclusion is working 
Collaboration between Special and Regular Educator . 
* p <.05 




























group called-"special-edµcation." Special-education· has; over the last· 20years; demonstrated an 
ability to provide instruction that can achieve meaningful outcomes for all students including those 
who some have seen as being "ineducable." At the same time the awareness has gro~· stronger in 
among.many·specialeducators that learning must bee seen in context and to be fully effective· the-; 
technology of systematic.instruction.must-to be connected to the.day-to-day realities !>flifein the' 
complex diverse world. The skills that make up the tool box of special education are not about : ' 
clinical intervention or treatments 'fur disabilitie5. They are about. designing a.technology ofleftec#ve 
instruction that has as one of its. foundation principles the belief that the fiillure to leam·is rooted riot· 
in the·studem ·but in the fiillure of educators to identify the strategy that works for this student. This · 
approach.to-education-a commitmem to the educability of all students-lies atthe·he8rt of every ' 
' . I 
wave·ofeducattonal reform ' ' 
Iµclusive·schools are organi7.ations that have come to the realization that special-education 
and regular education both have something to gain by breaking down the artificial barriers ofthe past. 
In these schoolS, teachers--all of the teacher--have learned that they are all about the same. ~Ss-­
the education of a community of students. Finally, students in these schools have the.experience of 
learning, working, and playing together in a setting that is a microcosm of the div~. world in 
which we live. · 
Having stated the value system from which we approach this.study, we can J!fogress1to' 
examine our study questions not by asking whether inclusion is a good idea but in an eflbrt to 
determiiie how· this· important change in American education is being implemented' in Eastetir 
Kentucky. In this'light, it.is important to underscore that the impetus behind the KERAreffirms was 
an effort to advance the quality of education in the ruial diStrict of Kentucky whosegradtiate'were 
often perceived-as.being ill-prepared to compete in today's world. Our analysis ofincliisiVe'Scliooling 
is an effort to determine if reform from above is leading to restructuring at the grassroots level At 
the most general level our fundamental research question could be framed a5 "are the schoo!S of 
Eastern Kentucky developing new relationship and structures to assure education ~ss1furtlieir 
students or are:.they doing more of the same?" ' 
Tc> wliat·degree-is-iiicfosive education: experienced by students throughout the 
region?'· 
Many students with disabilities are spending a sig!Jificant amount of time in nupnstream 
classrooms. Unfurtunately, the vast majority ofthem remain "special education studerits~' note 
members of inclusive school communities. We see this in the extensive amountcoftimethat.students 
spend being pulled'out and in the lack ofa close collaborative working .,;lationship between.spec~ 
education·and·reguiar educators. 
The. fuct·that teachers identify the problems of students as the ~barrier to inclusion and 
I 
their major complaint about special education indicates that all support for the philosophical de~on 
of inclusion notwithstanding, student with disabilities are still regarded as somehow di,fferent. Their 
difficulties are still seem as rooted in them and not in the problem of designing an e~tive learning 
environment. In an inclusive school we would amicipate a perspective that does not l\Jcalize all 
problems in the individual and acknowledges the diversity of all students needs. · 
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The continued strong presence of this individual pathology model of disability continues to be 
a barrier to inclusion in our schools and communities. While this cuhurally ingrained belief is a 
problem, we feel our data reveal another underlying set of beliefs that can act as a countervailing 
force and provide a foundation for change. Generally speaking the high rating that teacher gave to 
values related to diversity, access, and participation suggest an opening for refocusing the I 
''handicapist" perspective on people with. disabilities (Bilden & Bogdan, 1978). This chang~ of 
perspective is one of the essential characteristics which the. literature suggests differentiate im 
inclusive school. ; 
At this point it should be noted that in an efort to determine if there were any difference in 
student experience based on level of disability we examined the data for differences between special 
education teacher who serve primarily students with severe disabilities and those serving students 
with mililer disabilities. This analysis revealed no significant differences. In fact, teachers of students 
With.severe disabilities indicated that on several variables related to relationship with regulai: 
' education they were more involved.in collaborative planning. Given the small number of such 
teachers and the fact that this was not a statistically significant difference, the most we can say is this 
is ari intrigtiing piece of information that suggests a focus for further research. 
To what.extent are "quality inclusive schooling" practices being implemented? 
Generally speaking, most teachers are very supportive of the ideas and practices undfll'lying 
the _de~Qpment of an inclusive school community. Teacher8 do not believe that children ~ 
disabfilties.are best "out of sight and out of mind." However, it seems apparent that these same 
teac~have either not been provided with a coherent rationale nor an opportunity to think through 
the ~,fur some ofthe educational practices that are being ilnplemented in their schools. f In most 
cases ~.are practices that assure students with disabilities have physical access to various aspects 
of ~J,Jife. Yet, few schools seem to have examined participation in art or music, eating in the 
cafeteria, membetship in the school clubs, assignment to a homeroom not.a special·educatioil class, or 
' use of the same transportation as an essential aspect of the schools mission and as one aspect of 
effective,pedagogue. For the most part it seems that teachers support "best practices" not ·~ause 
they understand the rationale and research base supporting them but because they seem to be the 
"right" thing to do. ' 
Ifis encouraging to note the wide range of accommodations that are being used to support 
students with disabilities in regular classrooms. Given the limited nature of systematic collaboration 
betweencspecial education and regular education, an on-answered question is the degree to ~hich 
these· strategies were suggested by special education and the extent to which regular ed~rs design 
their own accommodations. The range of instructional strategies observed in a typical ctasi!room, 
I 
also suggest the flexibility of many rooms to effectively accommodate diverse learning styles. 
However, the limited use of learning centers and the Continued reliance on whole class instnktion and 
- , ' I 
individual seat work suggest the need for schools to assist teachers in re-structuring their daily 
routines. In this light it is important to acknowledge that flexible student-centered strategie~ do not 
mean the abandonment of structure and systematic instruction. The challenge is the.ability tb create 
an environment that allows for independent exploration while simultaneously providing difecit 
I 
instruction to student who require such approaches. At the school level this raises the need Ito 
examine issues of resource allocation that support the development of optimal learning environments 
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for all students. Solving such structural problems are not the responsibility of a classroom teacher 
working in isolation. This is one area, among many presented by this study, that underscore how 
inclusive education is about school restructuring not 'just" special education. 
I 
In this light, the finding that those practices which reflect a basic re-examinatiJn of working· 
relationships within the classroom are not very common merits attention .. There seemii to be. very , 
limited use of true collaborative teaming that involve special educators and regul@r edUcators in a ' 
mutually supportive working relationships. Contnbuting to this absence· of "role relet\se" among ' 
teachers.is the problem of not knowing how to implement altemative approaches: ~e does not, 
seem to be. a· significant amount of training being conducted to help teachers develop these-
collaborate skills. Related to this finding is the apparent ambiguity of administrative i/uppoi't· wtiich 
mandates certain practice but does not provide the training and scheduling needed toi achieve 
fundamental change. ' 
In summary, many discrete practices seem to be present in the schools responding t0cour 
survey. The.pattern of ratings and the discrepancy in ratings lead us to the conclusion:that for the, 
most part these.practice are implemented because "the state says we need to do this." :Most schools · 
have not done·the,necessary hard work of developing a coherent vision of inclusion that unifies these 
practices and moves to a second phases ofreordering working relationship within the ~hool · · 
i 
i 
Is there a diScrepancy between regular educators and special educators'! · · 
The good new is that many of the structural barriers between special educatorS and regular 
educators are largely a thing of the pass. However, they still do not seem to spend m~h time really 
working together. They both seem to largely do their own thing. This is seen in the djffurent 
response patterns across the two groups. There is a positive aspect to this divergence of perspective. 
We see that regular educators have a higher opinion of special educators and a more positive pii:ture 
of the role of special education than special educators believe. This suggests that then; is a 
foundation on which to build a new. working relationship between these teachers. 
I 
It is also positive to note that the more they work together the more teachers·from.these-two 
I 
groups .seem to acknowledge the value of their changed relationship. As they work together, they 
also appear. to grow in their endorsement of inclusion and strategies that support it. Ii is not 
accidental that these movements seem to be related to schools where training. and other effi>rts related 
to the systematic movement to\liard inclusion are more likely to occur. : 
Generally speaking special educators are somewhat stronger than their colleaJes in ender.ling· 
the value of the best practices outliried in this study. This is not surprising since in thejr preservii:e: 
preparation special educators had an opportunity to explore some of the strategy which might be a: 
novel idea to regular educators. While special educators are somewhat stronger in thefr endorsement 
of inclusion, certain attitudes expressed by these teachers are potential barriers to etre<!tive incliision. 
Specifically, special educators are more likely to see "their" students in terms of differbnces rather 
than as "students first." When this is linked with their self identification as clinicians J.hose role is to 
serve "identified" students they may have a difficult time transitioning to a role as an ukructional : 
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Recommendations 
The principle focus of this study is an effort to nunure the development of inclusive schoo I 
communities· that are committed to quality education fur all students. The findings of this study 
suggests the need for individuals and organi7.lltions who share this vision for school reform ih Eastern 
Kentucky to work fur implementation of the fullowing recommendations. J 
I 
I . Universities, engaged in preservice teacher education, need to breakdown the barriers between 
~~education and regular education. Wrthin the framework ofKentuCky's recently-revised 
regulations on teacher certification the opportunity exists to effectively integrate special education 
:strategies into the preparation of all teachers. 
2. The development of collaborative skills must become a high priority in the education of811 
teachers in training. The self-image of teachers needs to move from being an individual · 
~oner to being a member of an instructional team. 
3. To:become an inclusive community schools have to provide an opportunity for•staffto-work 
·through their .preconceptions and prejudices and develop a-common vision of inclusion. , 
I 
4. Every school should have a restructuring task furce that provides an opportunity fur all ' 
stakeholders to buy. into the vision and contribute to the local design of reform and inclu5ion. 
School reform requires a personal connnibnent from every teachers. When it is implemepted 
based exclusive as a mandate from above it will not be effectively implemented. The datit 
·wggesis that both KERA and inclusion may be at risk of suffering this fiue. 
5. Practitioners currently working in the ·schools-of Eastern Kentucky must be provided w4b the 
"resources of training and time needed to develop effective collaborative working TtllationShips. 
6. Just:as students with disabilities Should be assigned to general education homerooms, special 
education teachers should be assigned as full members of instructional teams. 
I 
7. Administrators must systematically and proactively provide concrete support for effiirts 1lt 
restructuring for inclusion. · 
1 
8. The$tate Department ofEducation, regional special education cooperatives, local districts, and 
universities should collaborate to design regional support teams to assist individual schoo~ in 
working through the process of restructuring. · 
9. . Since-1IlllI!Y teachers lack furmal training related to special education and the characteristics cif 
stl,l!lents with disabilities there is a need for professional development activities that:allowj all 
teai?iers to examine basic topics in education of students with disabilities. 
I 
I 
10. The congruence ofthe inclusive,school movement with the-KERA reforms is too often•left 
implicit. The State Education Department should provide explicit guidance which conneCts the 
building of inclusive school communities with effective schools. This discussion should·nbt be the 
excliiSiVe j>rovince of the Division of Exceptional Student Services. It must be generally I 
acknowledged that the issue of diversity in education is the issue of inclusion. 
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Appendix: 
Survey Instrument 
STA TUS,OE INCLUSIVKEDUCATION IN-EASTERN KENTUCKY( 
Dear Colleague: 
TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE ' 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Department Of Elementary, Reading, and Special Edu!lUlon 




ThroughoULthe:Unitcd.States educators continue to debate the appropriate relationship betw=I speci:¥ and regular , 
education. Much of this dialogue focuses on the issue of "inclusion" or "inclusive education." Here in the State of · 
Kentucky the compreltensive reforms of the Kentucky Education Reform Act of 1990 have overshado~ many 
other issues in our schools, including inclusive education. While many educators will point out that the ideals of 
an inclusive school are clearly contained in KERA there has been little effort to independently examine the status 
of inclusive education in Kentucky. This questionnaire is the first step in an effort by the fuculty at MOrehcad State 
University to understand the extent and nature of inclusive educational practices in the schools of~ : 
Kentucky. This data collection will be followed by a report to all the schools in the region and an inclusion fact 
sheet for teachers that will be sent to all participants next Fall. 
This "study'' is intended to be an initial bc:3lchmark in an effort to improve the capacity of educators ac;ross the 
region to use effective inclusionary practices to enhance the learning of all our students. We hope you share our 
belief in the importance of this effort and will take the time to complete this questionnaire. 
In advance, thank you for your cooperation and participation. 
Sin=ely, 
James A. Knoll, Ph.D. and Sunday C. Obi, Ed.D 
Co-project Directors 
DIRECTIONS 
Answer all questions on the enclosed machine readable answer sheet using a Number 2 'lead 
pencil. 
Please complete the form within one week and return only the answer sheet to the lo~ion 
designated by your principal. In a field test it took an average of3S minutes to complete this 
form. 
In general, the questions force you to make a choice of one out of seve~ answers ~ might be 
appropriate: Mark only the response that best answers the question. There are a small ~umber of 
items (8) that ask you to check all answers that apply. 
All teachers should answer questions 1-11 (page 2) and 61-154 (pages 6-8). Regular ;education 
teacher should also complete questions 12-37 (pages 2-4). Special education teachers should 
also complete questions 38-60 (pages 4-6). 















e. more than 20 





e. more than 20 















U:vc:l of education 
a. Bachelor's 
b. -Masters/fifth year 
c. Rank one 
d. Specialist 
e. Doctorate 
Generally, I feel the KERA reforms have had a 
a. Negative 
b. Somewhat negative 
c. Little 
d. Somewhat positive 
e. Positive 
effect on the' quality of education in Kentucky 
Schools. 
Myprimary role in the school is as 
a. Classroom teacher 
b. Administrator 
c. Lead teacher 
d. Special education teacher 










e. TMH , 






I received my pre.service teacher training at 
a. Morehead State University. 
b. University of Kentucky. 
c. Eastern Kentucky Uniycrsity. 
d. Other Kentucky University. 
e. In another state. 
QUESTIONS TO BE COMPLETED BY REGULAR 
EDUC.ATION TEACHER: .. 
12. Grade Cll!Tently taught 
a. P (K-1) 
b. p (1-2) 
c.. p (2-3) 
d. p (K-3) 
e. 4 
13. Continue indicating grade =lly taught. 




e. other mixed classes 





c. 25 or more 






e. 4 or more 
Number of students with IEPs in class? 
a. Don't know 
b. None 
c. I or 2 
d. 3-5 








Categories of special education students in· your class 
or homeroom (check all that apply). 
a. Don't know 
b. Leaming Disabled 
c. Behavior Disordered 
d. Mildly Mentally Disabled 
e. Functionally Mentally Disabled 
Continue indicating categories of special education 
students in your class. 
a. Visually Impaired 
b. Hearing Impaired 
c. Physically Disabled 
d. Health Impaired 
e. Communication disordered 
Are you a member of your students' IEP committees? 
a. Yes 
b. No 
On a average day how much time does the typical 
special education student in your class or homeroom 
spend out of the regular class. 
a. None 
b. 30 minutes 
c. 60 minutes 
d. 90 minutes 
e. 120 or more minutes 
Which of the following strategies have you used to 
increase awareness of disability and acceptance of 
students with disabilities among your students 
(check all that apply)? 
a. Guest speakers 
b. Audio visual materials 
c. Curricular infusion (books, stories, or other 
materials with disability related content as 
part of regular curriculum 
d. Classroom discussion 
e. Not addressed 
Which of the following strategies are used iit 
working with special education students in your 
class (check all that apply)? 
a. No change in classroom procedures 
b. Adaptation to instruction 
c. Modification of expectations 
d. Environmental modifications 
e. Alternative assignments 
Continue to .indicate strategies used with special 
education students in your class. 
a. Peer tutoring 
b. Alternative curriculum 
c. Use of aide as tutor 
d. Ability grouping 









Which of the following resources are usually 
available to suppon instructioi,. in your classroom 
(check all that apply)? 
a. Teaching· assistant or other aides 
b. Chapter 1 teacher 
c. Peer tutoring 
d. Special education tea~er in room 
e. Volunteers I 
My work with special education can best be 
characterized as : 
I 
a. Occasional communieation. 
b. As needed consultation. 
c. Coordinated planning. 
d. Membership on plamling team. 
e. Collaborative co-teaching. 
' 
' I 
Indicate on the following seal~ where.. in gmeral~ 
your working relationship with special edui:ation 
teachers would fall: i 
a. An intrusion in my ciassroom 
b: An occasional interfi:rence 
c. Neutral (positiveandlnegativebalarice) 
d. Auseful resource i . 
e. A valued.colleague : 
What best. desc;ribes how the siiec;al education 
teacher primarily works with ·students in your 
rOODJ.? 1 
a. Collaboration, consultation, & co-teaching 
in regular class 
b. Individual in-class tutoring 
c. Group work within class 
d. · Pull.out/ resource room 
e. Full time separate cl~oom, stlldents join 
regular classes for selected activities. 
Amount of time (per week) )'11U engage in 
interaction with special education teacher related to 
meeting student needs. 
a. None 
b. 15 minutes or less 
c. 15-30 minutes 
d. 30-60 minutes 
e. More than 60 minutes 
My principle complaint in working with special 
education students is 
a. My lack of pre-serviee preparation. 
b. Lack ofresources/amninisttative support. 
c. Disruption to the claskoom. 
d. Unreasonable ~tion from the special 
education teacher. j 





I see special education as: 
a. A placement for students who can't keep 
up. 
b. A set of interventions to assist with learning 
problems. 
c. The placement for students with. physical 
and mental disabilities. 
d. Making accommodation for students with 
different learning style. 
e. A set ofresources-to enhance learning in 
my classroom. 
f believe that in effective schools: 
a. Teachers independently manage their own 
.classroom. 
b. Teachers periodically consult with one 
another to solve problems. 
c. Teachers regularlymeet to plan curriculum 
and solve problems. 
d. Teachers actively collaborate in all aspect of 
instruction. 
As.a;classroom u:achcr:it is myiJrimary job to: 
a. Cover the required curriculum. 
b. Make sure that most-students achieve an 
acceptable level across the curriculum. 
c. Assure that each student in my class make 
.progress in mastering basic skills. 
d. Provide students with opporamity for 
learning. 
e. Assure each student achieves his/her 
potential. 
Instructional Strategies. Use the following scale: 
,J. • "'.2 J 4 5 
·Noat -10% 20% 40% 50% or mart 
to indicati: the~Jiproximate percent-of time spent during a 
.venge day using eadi of these strategies in your classroom. 
(Should total to approximately 100%) 
33. Individual seat work. 
34. Whole class instruction. 
35. Structured cooperative, groupings. 
36. Leaming centers. 
37. Other group activities. 
.. 4 
I 















~ 3 I 






i . \ 
Percentage of regular education teachers in your 
school with whom you regularlyiconsult? i 





Number of students with IEPs on your caseload. 
I 
a. 5 or less 
b. 6-8 
c. 9-15 
. d. 16- 20 
e. 21 or more 
Categories of special education students you serve 
(check aJJ that apply). 
a. Leaming Disablea 
b. Behavior Disordm:d' 
c. Mildly Mentally Disabled 
d. Functionally Mentally Disabled 
e. Visually Impaired 1 
Continue indicating categories ohpecial.education 
students you serve. · 
a. Hearing Impaired 
b. Physically Disabled 
Health Impaired c. 
d. Communication disordered 
e. Other 
I 
Approximate percentage of time t\1e typical .special 
ed. student on your. caseload is out of regular class. 
a. None I 
b. 25°/o or less ' 
c. 26-74% 
d. 75-99% 
e. Full time special class 
45. What resources are available to assist you in 51. Do you participate in tutoring/supervision of exrra-
teaching (Chedc.aJI that-apply)- curricular activities that regularly brings you into 
a. Paraprofessionals contact with students without disabilities? 
b. Peer tutors a. Yes 
c. Related.services personnel b. No 
d. Volunteers 
e. Others 52. Do you participate in all school faculty meetings? 
a. Yes 
46. My work with regular education teachers can best be b. No 
characterized as: 
a. Occasional communication 53. Do you participate in professional development 
b. As needed consultation, activities that focus on regular education issues as 
c. Coordinated planning well as those focusing on special education? 
d. Membership on planning team a. .Yes 
e. Collaborative co-teaching b. No 
47. Indicate on the following scale how you feel regular 54. Do you eat lunch/take breaks with colleagues in 
education teachers, in general, perceive their regular education? 
working relationship with you: a. Yes 
a. An intrusion in classroom b. No 
b. An occasional interference 
c. Neutral (positive and negative balance) 55. Do you feel accepted as an equal by the regular 
d. A useful resource education teachers in this school? 
e. A valued colleague a. Yes 
b. No 
48. Indicate the strategy that best characterizes your 
principle approach to working with students. 56. Does your school use Instructional planning/ 
a. Collaboration, consultation, & co-teaching "family" teams and are you a member? 
in regular class a. No planning teams. 
b. Individual in-class tutoring, b. Team planning used, I am not a team 
c. Group work within class, member. 
d. Pull out/ resource room c. Team planning used, I am a team member. 
e. Full time separate classroom, students join 
regular ed. classes for selected activities. 57. To whom do you primarily repon? 
a. School principal 
49. As a special education teacher it is my primary role b. Director of special education 
to: 
a. Focus on the specialized learning needs of 58. Approximately what percent of regular education 
mystudatts teachers seek you out to discuss strategies to address 
b. Design accommodations and curricular the needs of students (both with and without 
modifications for special ed students identified disabilities) who are not succeeding in 
c. Provide resources to assist regular education their class? 
teachers in solving problems a. 0 
d. Provide periodic consultation to regular b. I-JO% 
education colleagues c. 11-25% 
e. Work collaboratively with my colleagues to d. 25-50% 
maximize the learning of all students in this e. more than 50% 
school. 
59. In your school are regular education teachers 
50. Do you have the same responsibilities for supervising involved in the development of IEPs for students in 
buses/lunches etc. as your colleagues in regular special education? 
education? a. Yes 
a. Yes b. No 
b. No 
60. I feel regular education teachers see special 
education as 
a. A placement for students who can't keep 
up. 
b. A set of interventions to correct learning 
problems. 
c. The placement for students with physical 
and mental disabilities. 
d. Making accommodation for students with 
different learning style. 
e. A set ofresources to enhance learning in 
the classroom. 
ALL TEACHERS 
All questions refer to what is currently •ctually occurring 
in your school. 
Definition of Inclusion. Use the following scale to indicate 
the extent of your agreement/disagreement with each of the 











61. It is primarily a cost cutting measure which allows 
administrators to elimiriate costly special education 
servi=. 
62. #) children full time in regular class. 
63. All children are seen primarily as full members of 
· the School community not as "special education" 
students. 
64. Doing aw.iy with special education. 
65. Inclusion is an important component of overall 
efforts toward education reform. 
66. Bring the support service to the child not moving the . 
child to the services. 
67. Instructional practices and technological supports 
provided that accommodate all students in the 
schools and classrooms they would attend if not 
disabled. 
68. Special education services delivered indirectly by 
training and technical assistance to ''regular" 
classroom teachers. 
69. The education of all children in supported, 
heterogenous, age-appropriate school environments 
for the purpose of preparing them for full 
participation in our diverse socielY. 
70. The practice of assuring that all students with 
disabilities participate with other students in all 
aspects of school life. 
Effective lnclusionary Practices. For the following items 
use these two scales to indicate the extent to which you feel 
each item describes a practice that is 
I) A desirable characteristic of effective inclusion: 
I 2 J 4 S 
Not Not Neatnl Somewhlit lltgbly 
Deairabfe Nffd:Hi Value Deslnbffo DtSJrablr 
and 
2) Present in your school/school district: 
I 2 J 4 S 
Totally Rarely Somedmes Ofteo Coalisteatly 
Absent (About ~alf Prneal 
tile time) 
Explicit policy and practices exist to support family 
involvement in the school and the classroom. 
71. Desirable? 72. Present? 
Transportation is accessible to student with physical 
disabilities. All students travel to and from school using the 
same transportation at the same time. 
73. Desirable? 74. Present? 
Decisions regarding discretionary budget expenditures and 
staff development activities are made at the building level, 
with input from faculty and staff. 
75. Desirable? 76. Present? 
Enrichment and extracurricular activities are available to all 
students regardless of gender, disability, ability, ethnicity, etc. 
77. Desirable? 78. Present? 
Instructional teams have regularly scheduled team meetings 
to plan allaptations for diverse student needs. 
79. Desirable? 80. Present? 
Student entitlements as specified on the IEP are provided 
within the general education and community environments. 
81. Desinble? 82. Present? 
A varielY of instructional and staffing arrangements are used 
to address diverse student needs. 
83. Desirable? 84. Present? 
Students with disabilities eat together with their non-disabled 
peers in the cafeteria not a different time or as a group sitting 
together. 
85. Desirable? 86. Present? 
All students with a.disability are assigned to a regular class 
homeroom based on chronological age/grade. 
87. Desirable? 88. Present? 
Scales for questions 71-136: 
Is this a desirable characteristic of effective inclusion? 
I 2 J 4 5 
Sot dninbh Not needed ~eutral Somewhat Highly 
Is this characteristic present in your school/school district? 
t 2 J 4 5 
Absent lllre Sometimn Often Coosldeudy 
Instructional aides are assigned to classrooms rather than 
individual children and balance responsibilities for 
supponing children with disabilities with assisting teacher 
with all children. 
89. Desirable? 90. Present? 
Students with disabilities participate in physical education, 
an, music, etc. with same age peers. 
91. Desirable? 92. Present? 
The entire school is physically accessible for students using 
wheelchairs. 
93. Desirnble? 94. Present? 
Planning for flexible (individualized) curricular adaptation. 
95. Desirable? 96. Present? 
Administration supports inclusion through statements, 
example, and allocation of time for planning/ collaborative 
scheduling. 
97. Desirable? 98. Present? 
Training have taken place to help the staff develop expertise 
related to inclusion, cooperative learning and collaborative 
planning. 
99. Desir.able? 100. Present? 
Open communication about fears and concerns related to 
inclusion is encouraged and supported by administration and 
all staff; 
IO I. Desirable? I 02. Present? 
All students with disabilities can enroll in the same school 
they would attend if they did not have a disability. . 
103. Desirable? 104. Present? 
District mission statement reflects a belief that all children 
can learn, diversity is valued, children are entitled to suppon 
in general education, individual needs will be supponed by 
adaptations and accommodations, both academic and 
citizenship outcomes are valued. 
I 05. Desirable? I 06. Present? 
An in-school medical and behavioral plan exists and includes 
procedures for behavioral crises. 
107. Desirable? 108. Present? 
7 
Daily schedule is planned to assure an interfilce between 
students' IEPs and the daily cycle of ~ctivities within the 
school. 
109. Desirable? 110. Present? 
Classes are grouped heterogeneously and instruction is 
differentiated for all students to include curricular and 
instructional adaptations. 
111. Desirable? 112. Present? 
School suppon resources and activities are provided, to 
enhance positive social relationships among all students. 
113. Desirable? 114. Present? 
Curricular and instructional adaptations are congruent with 
the activities of age-peers, community and fumeyvalues and 
do not stigmatize. 
115. Desirable? 116. Present? 
Team planning is systematically undataken to prepare 
students for movement to next environment whether that be 
new classroom, new school, or from school to work. 
117. Desir.able? I !Ir. Present? 
Related services, including speech-language, occupational, 
physical therapy and others are provided within context of 
regular school routines. 
119. Desirable? 120. Present? 
Behavior problans are addressed througlrnon•av=ive 
strategies including instruction in positive behavioral 
alternatives and emphasizing long-term development of self-
determioation and self-control. 
121. Desir.able? 122. Present? 
Daily routines and transition times within the school day are 
used to teach self regulation, communication, social, and 
work related skills (particularly for students with more severe 
disabilities). 
123. Desir.able? 124. Present? 
Team teacbiog involving special education teachers occurs in 
most classrooms on a regular (weekly) basis. 
125. Desirable? 126. Present? 
Scales for questions 71-136: 
Is this a desirable characteristic of effective inclusion? 
I 2 J 4 5 
Not dnlrable Not needed Neutral Somewb•t Highly 
Is this characteristic present in your school/school district? 
I 2 J 4 5 
AhRat Rarr Sometimes 
In general the members of the school are committed to the 
values of developing an inclusive school community: have the 
flexibility to make the revisions needed and try another way 
when a partialiar idea or strategy seems to have failed. 
127. Desirable? 128. Present? 
Students without disabilities are actively involved in inclusion 
efforts via strategies such as peer tutoring, circle of supports, 
and cooperative learning groups. 
129. Desirable? 130. Present? 
There is a school planning team related to inclusion· that 
.involves all stake holders: parents, teachers, students, school 
board members, related services personnel, and 
administl:ators. 
131. DesiRJile? 132. Present? 
Information related to efforts toward inclusion is provided to 
parents, fiunilies and students. 
133. Desirable? 134. Present? 
There is an ongoing effort to develop a consensus about 
inclusive Cl!ucational practices. 
13S. Desirable? 136. Present? 
Benefits of kcimion. Using this scale indicate your personal 
evaluation of the benefits or costs of inclusion to each of these 
grOJ!PS. 
·1 2 J • 5 
Major Som• Neutral Som• Major 
Cost eo.t \r"alar Benefit Beneftt 
137. Students with disabilities, 
138. Students without a disability 
139. Regular education teachers 
140. Special education teachers 
Barriers to lnclmion. Using the following scale to rank each 
of these potential barriers based on the extent to which you 
feel it effects the movement toward inclusion in your school. 
I 2 J 4 5 
Not a SIJ&bt ModeraR Con.dderable Major 
Banter Barrier S.rrier Barrier Barrier 
Often Consistently 
141. Leaming and behavioral problems of students with 
disabilities. ' 
142. Reaction of students in regular education. 
143. Insuflicient resources (ftmds, stall; etc.) 
144. Not seen as an important priority 
14S. Lack of organizational commitment 
146 . Lack of training/preparation of school staff 
147. Insuflicic:nt administrative support 
148. Lack of staff support 
149. Parental opposition 
ISO. Resistance by regular education staff 
ISi. Resistance by special education'staff 
General Personal lmpressioDll of Inclusion 
1S2. Was preparation for inclusion adequate? 





153. ls inclusion working in your.school? 
a. No Inclusion 
b. Not well 
c. Pluses & minuses balance 
d. Fairly well 
e. Very well 
IS4. Do you think inclusion is a good idea? 
a. NO 
b. Leaning negative 
c. neutral 
d. Leaning positive 
e. YES 
IBANK YOU FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE. 
R 
